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Mr. John W. Egerton
News Bureau
University o~ South Florida
'l': ampa, Florida

Dear Mr. Egerto.n :
We tl.T'ge you to read the enclosed. The facts therein are based on information obtained :rrom interviews with key per·sonalities in the USF investigation. On this day a special conununication was sent to Senator Charley
Johns urging him to ask specif'ic questions to a principal. instigator of
the investigation in order to determine the merit. of that perso.n ' s testimony. A copy o~ this letter was al.so sent to Dr. Allen so that he might
keep informed or· developments at his institution. For additional information, you should get in touch with either Dr. Allen or Senator Johns.

AN OPEN INtERVIEW W:I:J:H M'tS • ..::;S..____
During an interview with ~s. s_, who has admitted that she has playe4
an instrumental role in instigating the current USF investigation by the
Johns Committee, we revealed some very important facts concerning her part
in that investigation.
When first asked about the investigation, Mrs. s _ said that she was
sorry that she had gotten involved and that hereafter she would keep her
mouth c losed. She said that she wished to say no more about the case. However, when the inconsistency between her ardent views and her refusal to
answer· antt que.s tions was pointed .out to her, she agreed to discuss the case.
Directlng her attack on only four books -- ~ ~ .Bel§ever, ~apes~
Wratllt Inh&bitgd Ul}.iyerse, and Point CougtE!rpo~ - · Mrs. ~- c;imed that
these books are obscene, anti-religious, and communistic. However, she
failed to ~xplain how she was able to evaluate the entire reading program
at the university on th.e basis of merely four 'b soks. Furthermore, her attacks were extremely vague, for she refused to specify exactly what was
obscene and anti-religious in these· books. She call.e d the reading material
at USF too "one-sided." When asked if by_ one-sided she meant that there
should be fewer of these (four) books, ~s. s _ replied with an inexplicable "No."
"To recognize evil it must be called evil," said Mrs. s_. Obviously
she meant that USF students are not mature enou~ to distinguish good from
evll. But what better way ill there to learn to recognize evil and good than
through the examination of both? Mrs. s____ said that she opposes one-sidedness, but this is precisely what she is advocating!
To illustrate Mrs. S
's inability to justify her views, \'We asked her
if she thou~t that the~~st ~resxo should be required reading for
students. "No," replied
s.
• ut when asked whether she had ever
read that document herself, she replied, "No I haven't."
Mrs. S
questions the intentions of usl in requiring books -which she
dialikes.-vet would she also have the audacity to attack Harvard California; Yalet Chicago; and Columbia (the ·universities academically rated
a s the top rive in the nation) because they also require books objectionable to her? Does it seem likely that these institutions of international
repute would deliberately subvert the miads of their students by making
them read obscene literature?
·
Finally, Mrs. s _ must certainly ~ee that it would be just as absurd
to censor the arere-mentioned books on moral grounds as it would be to
censor Aristophanes'
because it satirizes the immorality of Greek
women, Juvenal's ~~Ond atge because it discusses male homosexuality
Ovid's Second at= because of its detailed treatment of the making of
love, and Walt Whitma n's works expounding his advocacy of greater sexual
freedom. The incest of Lot and his two daughters, related in Genesis Xll:
)0-)g, could be considered immoral, but would r1rs. s____ seriously contend
that such passages make the Bible obscene and that it should therefore be
censored?
Does Mrs. s____ consider herself better qualified to judge the literary
merit of books than the faculties of some of the most distinguished institutions in the nation? Has she herself ever attended classroom discussions
at USF? Is it not true that most of her knowledge of the case has come to
her through other persons (no better qualified to judge literature than
she)? The University of South Florida -- and the people of the state of
Florida -- deserve to knowl
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Let freedom ring!

It is utterly amazing to see the great pressure

which is brought to bear to destroy the Johns Committee, created by
the Florida Legislature to perform a vital service for the people of
this state.

Regardless of whether the job done by the Johns Committee

was good or bad or even if it made mistakes in procedure, it would
be a tragedy to set the precedent for the elimination of committees
constituted by law to protect the people from bureaucratic abuses
by certain of our public institutions.

.

It is common knowledge that one

of the chief objectives of subversive elements in the United States .
is to do away with all legal authorities who have the power to investigate and bring before the people the results of their investigations.
We need this protection; it is necessary to our survival.
but not destroy these vital committees.

Let us guide

Let freedom ring!
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Let freedom ring.
One local restaurant of a national chain recently closed because
of a lack of business.

This chain announced several months ago all of their

restaurants and motels were open to serve Negroes.
The people of Tampa do not wish to dine among members of the
black race.
Another Tampa business, the University Restaurant on Fowler Ave.,
recently refused to serve a Negro student from the University of South Florida.
Because of this exercise of freedom, the students and faculty of the University
of South Florida are being urged to boycott the University Restaurant.
The next time you dine out, if you would like nne of the best steaks
in town and would like to eat your meal in the presence of members of the
white race, try the University Restaurant---you will be glad you did.
Let freedom ring.
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February 15, 1963
On November 16, _1962, the material responsible for the suspension of professor G
at USF was made a permanent part of the State Senate so "senators receiving complaint_s_
about
the professor's dismissal will know first hand why the university
had to let him go. "
On November 16, Dr. G. was reinstated at the university with censure by the president,
for which censure the president was rebuked by the university chapter of the American
Association of University Professors. Recently, Professor G
resigned from USF.

~

{

On the first of December, a letter was s~nt to Governor Bryant and to the Board of
Control signed by 62 prominent Tampa citizens calling for "regulations, if necessary,
to insure that decency, high moral standards, and a respect for the beliefs of others
prevail at the University of South Florida." This letter and the names of those who
signed it appeared on the back of the classified section of the Tampa Sunday Tribune and
only in the local edition. After a talk which I made in Plant City, upon invitation of
the Conservative Club, 25 leading citizens from that area signed this letter, but the
Tampa paper refused to print this. At this meeting in Plant City were two members of
the faculty of the University of South Florida who did not make themselves known and did
not enter into the open discussion that was carried on by those present, including two
university students. They spoke not a word in defense or denial of the teachings at USF,
but a few days later the campus edition of the Tampa Times carried a letter from one of
them accusing me of "unsupported allegations, half-truths, and deceptions."
Everything that I have written or said concerning the university is based on fact
and can be proven.
The Tampa Times printed several misquotes from my talk which resulted in serious
repercussions before they could be corrected.
On January 28, 1963, USF. professors spoke in Plant City upon request of the
Conservative Club . There were seven professors and several students who were heard.
They revealed in no uncertain terms their dedication to the extremely liberal viewpoint
and their lack of tolerance for anything else. They adamantly defend communist speakers
on campus, identified or not, and insist that the use of material such as Grebstein's
points up the good material. (Please recall American Bar Association report on page 18.)
One professor childishly remarked that he was going to use D. F. Fleming's "Origin
of the Cold War" no matter what anyone said. This book, written by the foremost apologist
for the Soviet Union, blames the United States for what Russia has done.
We have recently been informed by the vice-president of the A.A.U.P. at U.S.F. that
the faculty has de cided not to have any more controversial speakers like Buckley and
Norman Cousins. They will concentrate on art and culture. How will this prepare the
students for reality?

~

>

It is natural that their viewpoint~is different from ours as parents ... that is
why we must be heard. After all, we may be right in thinking that a communist speaker on
campus is much the same as our sons and daughters learning about dope from a dope peddler,
and that the wide use of pornography might have something to do with the rise in venereal
disease and illegitimacy among our youth. Our problems in these areas are just as real
as their quest for academic freedom. Mr. William F. Buckley, dynamic young intellectual
edito ~ of National Review , in an interview on our educational TV channel in January
referred to the report of the investigation at the University of South Florida which he
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reading and had on the table before him, saying that a parent should turn over the
responsibility of his children in a}~as of morality and way of life to no one, that
this was his divine right and responsibility. Mr. Buckley said that he had found that
the professors would like to choose who would have academic freedom and who would not,
and ordinarily, the conservative would not.
Iri his speech in Tampa, he referred tc{,~a~ademic fre_edom, a keystone in the teaching
profession according to American UniVe r sity professors, as "distilled voodoo" and says
that "too many professors insist the theol;'y .of higher. education must emphasize new
truths rather than prove old ones. Only by individuFJ.l intellectual resistance is this
march' to be hal ted, and only if the entire thinking " class helps . 11
Will you help? ·

· .\

..

--

Please urge y.our legislators to become informed on th:i; S. i s sue :before the legislative
session begins in April.
~ ,,

f

This report was written in order to tell the truth about
the investigation at the University of South Florida .... How
it began and some of the reasons why.
I •

Though I deserve neither credit nor blame for what has
taken place, I do know the facts concerning it. This effort
has been pressed on me by the fact that the many attempts
made to acquaint the public with the truth through the news
media have failed, and it is not fair to the participants or
the readers that so little is known of what actually happened.
The bulk of the first ten pages of this report were made
and placed on file in the office of the attorney for the State
Investigating Committee the latter part of April, 1962, before
any of the publicity occurred. They show some of the error
of the news releases, which are further amplified as they
became necessary.
My testimony concerning the investigation and the newspaper was given under oath at the Hillsborough ~oun~ Court
House and is a matter of public record.
Thank you for taking the time to read this.
Mrs. Stockton Smith

· March 1962

..

'
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This insight into the problems at the University of South Florida I feel to
be -unique in that they are viewed by an adult through the eyes of a student. As
our son commutes to the university, I have come into contact with his required
reading material and his reactions to it, most of which he views with alarm, as
he had . previously attended Washington and Lee University, and had come across
nothing at all along these lines. One of his earliest comments was that he
felt that higher education should encourage good morals, faith and patriotism,
but that everything he had studied would tend to destroy these things. These
observations would be worthy of note coming from a well rounded student, having
a background of varsity football in high school and college, being voted the
mos~ popular male student in his graduating class of 500, and receiving the
Danforth award for leadership, one of the two awards given in the graduating class.
"He" began . our schooling at the university with open heart and mind, so .
happy that .our area had been chosen for its site. I was not even aware of the
fact that a: state university tends to be more liberal in its teach:j.ngs than a;
private one, . as I had attended Florida State College for Women .and h8.cl not found
it so, though recently it was explained to me by one high in the educational
field, that the reason for this was the fact that our president aF the time was
a man of great Christian character who would not let these te:a chings into the
GOllege~ I say .this to emphasize the fact that, I had no preconceived ideas
concerning the 'university and was not expecting any trouble. To the contrary,
it seems that trouble has come looking for me, and though at time,s I have tried
to run from it, it has caught up with me. The burden oLthese problems has been
grea!-. _,
After nearly a year of exposure to the university, . inwhich time we had
hoped these problems would diminish rather than incre-ase as it grew out of its
infancy, I am now convinced that the truths of Christianity and the freedom of
our democracy are being used to defeat both of these things in the minds of our
students. I am not questioning the motives of the teachers, but I do question
the effect of their teachings.
I have come to realize that, though some truths may_be isolated, most
truths, when removed from the light of other truths, may actually become error.
We may note that a chameleon is green, and it is when resting on. a green leaf but, when he moves to another spot, he may be brown, so to say he is green, would
not be true at all. It is the use of half truths that dis.t ort the over-all
picture that is molding the minds of the students, which, when applied will
distort their lives. So our plea is for the whole truth, as much as is humanly
possible.

/

The student is admonished to cast aside all previous be~iefs and convictions,
and through required reading material, and classroom discussion, by the vile
approach to sex, destruction of faith in God, and extolling of ideas that are
of socialist and communist origin, he would no longer have a choice in a way of
life. His indictronation in the teachings at the university would be complete,
whatever they might be.
Though I uphold the idea of separation of church and state, it would seem
that it has become separation from church by state, in some cases. I also
believe that academic freedom may be claimed by ali, not jJst a few. We know
that as the student goes, so goes the nation; hence, our grave concern over
the teachings they receive.
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Following the summer session of 1961, which our son attended, another student's
mother and I consulted one of the deans at the university about the problems that
had ari$en. He was deeply concerned over what we had to say and told us that we
would be doing the university a disservice if we did not go on with the problems.
We begged him to be sure as we did not want to do the wrong thing. Several days
later, the dean called and said .that if we would go "in the spirit that you came
to me", he thought -much would be accomplished by our seeing the Dean of Academics
and the heads of the departments concerned. He had made an appointment with them
which was kept by four parents.
We went in a true spirit of helpfulness and concern over our .new university
of which w.e were so proud. We left in a state of shock over the formidable barrier
erected against our pleas. At the end of an hour's discussion, during which we
gained not· one inch of ground, even when we spoke of two adults quitting the Human
Behavior and American Literature courses due to the vulgar way in which they were
taught) I made this statementj that, if a student went so far out into liberal
thinking, he might reach the :point of no return, where he might become a pawn
of other ideologies, including communism. That was the only allusion made to
communism during the discussion. This was met with cries of, "Now you are witchhunting! ·'·' This was . followed with our dismissal by the dean, who called us a
pressure group.
I, personally, have no connection with any political group, or so-called
right-wing organization. I am only a concerned Christian parent and citizen.
Early in 1962, the father of a student at the university spent nearly two
hours with the president of this institution acquainting him with the reading
material to which he objected, and the unpleasant experiences of this student.
This meeting was set up by our recent state senator with whom we had been talking
at lengtl;l _a pout the problems at the uni versity. Later he advised us that our
individual efforts were not enough, t hat we needed to acquaint others with the
situation. This prompted the citizens' meeting.
This same father went with a friend to the general manager of the• newspapers
with t):le problems at the university and was told that they would not wtin.tto print
anything that might affect the financial aid to the university, but thanked him
for com;ing sothat _if anything broke, they would know which side to take. Littie
did he realize what that meant!
In April, 1962, the following letter was sent to 50 couples in Tampa; chosen
as responsible citizens, interested in the affairs of our community. We included
the editor of the Tampa Tribune and managing editor of the Tampa Times, but they
did not attend;
(Letter sent April 4, 1962)
Dear friends: .

For some time now, we parents of University of South Florida students have
. been deeply concerned about some of the experiences of our boys and girls
atthe university .. We have been prayerf).llly waiting .:for an opportunity ·
toact in a constructive, :positive way to meet these problems which
prese!}t themselves constantly. We are proud of our university, and are ·
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only interested in helping it to be the fine institution that it can be.
Recently' Dr. A. cancelled the speaking engagement at the university of
a person who is positively identified by the attorney general of the United
States and the House Committee on Un-American Activities as one with a long
record of pro-communist activities, including the signing of an "open letter"
defending the bloody Soviet Russian purges, and one to abolish the H9use
Un-:American Activities Committee. As a result, Dr. A•. has been heavily
attacked by the American Association of University Professors on campus.
We feel that Dr. A. needs the support of a group of "solid citizens" to
uphold his action on this matter. We would not wish to deny even such a
notorious one as Jerome Davis his right to freedom of speech, but we do
not approve his appearing at a regularly scheduled class under the auspices
of the university speaking to students· who are totally unaware of his true
identity.
We would like to encourage further action along these lines. Recently, the
problem was a pro-communist front activity on campus involving unsuspecti~g
students which was uncovered quite by accident. We must not leave these
things to chance! Then there is the daily problem of extreme, liberal,
atheistic teaching by those who feel they have a monopoly on the cry for
"academic freedom".
·
If you are interested in our young people, our university, and our country,
please accept this invitation to a meeting to be held on Monday evening,
April 9, at 8 o'clock. Please feel free to bring anyone who might like to
come with you. At this time, we will compose a letter to Dr.
to
be signed by this group, and acquaint you with other important facts
pertaining· to the uni ve rsi ty. You will be amazed!
This undertaking comes after much consideration in an effort to do that
which is right conc·e rning this situation. It is a grave one, and much
in need of your help. Please come!
Sincerely,
B and N
~------------------

Hand M

--------------------

J and S

--------------------

This meeting was opened with remarks which went something like this:

/

"We feel that the problems which have concerned us for nearly a year are
yours as well, and we need your help in deciding what to do about the
situation. We are not here to judge anyone's intentions who may be
teaching at the university, only to try to evaluate the effects of these.
teachings on our children. Please listen carefully to everything that
is saiQ and done here, as it would not be fair to the university or
to our efforts to deal with a.tiything but the truth, as far as is humanly .
possible."
·
-
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"Our specific problems lie in the areas of over-emphasis on sex, dealtwith
in a vulgar way, atheistic teachings, and socialistic and communistic
teachings."
"To act on a matter, we must have motivation and knowledge. We are going to
present the facts as we have found them and ask all of us that our motives
be p~re; that is, of concern, not criticism. If our spirit is not right,
then we can become as evil in trying to do good as the evil we are trying
to overcome. For this reason, we will open with prayer."
There were 85 persons who attended this open meeting designed to determine
whether our reaction to these teachings were .u njustified or fairly normal. Their
alarm over.the facts presented was equal to our own. They felt that we were up
against many ;.-reighty problems serious enough to warrant investigation by those
with the knowledge and ability to achieve results; namely, the State Investigating
Committee, and so they voted almost unanimously. The one dissenting voter; the
wife of the president of the USF Foundation, spoke in favor of seeing t~e president
of tl;le university, as did lilr. Stockton Smith. The others felt that it would not
be fair _for the president to be caught in the middle of faculty and layman, and that
it was too big a job for any one man. There were two at the meeting who did not vote,
as they hEJ.d not heard of the investigating committee prior tothis time, and did not
feel qualified to do so. They were Mr. and Mrs. Stockton Smith.
The idea of the letter to Dr. A. as mentioned in the parents' letter,seemed
inconsequential in view of the real issues, and was swallowed up on the immensity
of these problems.
The . riiayor of .our city volunteered to be the spokesman for the group, and the
next day contacted Senator J. of t.he Investigating Committee. Later, after talking
with the Chairman of the Board of Control, the mayor asked the group who had testified
to present this evidence to the president of the university, Dr. A. This the group
did not care to do, as they had already been caught up in the investigatlon through
efforts outside their own. In addition, a personality on campus hrux become_'involved,
and they felt for his protection, they must proceed in the way voted upon by the
group.
The chairman of the Board of Control was contacted by our son during this time
before the investigation actually sterted, and asked for a meeting with him, but
he refused. The chairman was notified of the investigation almost immediately.
Here are · · some df the facts .....•..
The first question that arose in my mind concerned a questionnaire on beliefs
given to the . students as part of the orientation program; It dealt with religion,
social probiems, and philosophy. Included was a question testing the student's
reaction to sexual intercourse between brother anci sister. The grade on this test
determined whether one was capable of free study orin need of class instruction.
About that time, _a friend showed us a test being used in elementary sc:h~6t~ . ip
California that contained such questions as whether a child would rather'' kil.i his
mother or fa:ther, and whether he would rather tear up the Bible or spit 6n ~ tlie ·,
flag. Of . course, , ·i t sounds fantastic, but it is a matter of Congressional Rec9rd.
We a.sked for , . ~, copy of the university questionnaire, but were refused, th?~h we
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were allowed to look e.t it . . By a limited comparison of grades we were given, it
seemed a.pparent that the [lest grade would go to the student who had the least
feelings about anything. The s~udent with any convictions received a poor grade.
The originator of ·th:i.o test 1·1s.s Dean French. It was not a serious matter, but we
thought it rather strs.ng ~ .
For first semester. English, I noticed that .the bulk of required material was
on evolution. As l_l:;>eg~ i:,o read the bQoks, I found that it was being t~J.Jght more
as fact than as theory. · The term paper was :w:dtten on the famour Willia.tn:r Jennings
Bryan's "Monkey Trial". · One o:{' the tapes the stydents heard made great f\.1!). ·. of
Bryan . . ·. The firf;t book was c;m the mentai wand~rings of a naturalist who '. a.dnli.::ts
that< ther.e must be s_o mething unexplained by spience, as there are loop holes . in
its · f~ndings, , but he doesn't !mow what. it is;~ _. By his adoption of the theories.
of ~an_. he has put himself ·in aposi i:;i-on :where he is denying .the truths o:f God,
so that he wj.J_l never knO'tT Him, which is what a student may do if only one side
of the q,u<)stion ~- s given. After Te~ ing mor,e books on the subject, the science
professor c£WJ,e .to the En,3 lish cJ.as::; .t o show them why it was ~11, true. . I know
that t'lle .. t~eocy ,o.f . eyolution must be . recognizedj but more prope:rly in a, science
course th/3.2.1 an English class, and with at least a mention o;f manY renowned
scientists- vho do not support Darwin's theory.
Then we read more paper backs. There was the one on the sex life of the
Afric.a.n tr·ibes; "Patterns of Culture", which says that there. is noright or
wro~.g qehavior - that it ~-s w;ha.tever. the .c uli:;ure or civilization det.~.rmines it
to be at the time -- th!?.t hora9,s~xuality :is d-etermined right or wrong in the same
rnn..> mer; -that, . j_n some cas~~ :i. t: is . a sign of greatness or special talent. It
tells the reader tll:::!.t it is goo<l to discard all beliefs of the past.
Then_there wa& · · "'1-Talde;.1 T>vo"; a novel that . is pure . socialism, minus the
institution of marr,ia.ge, vrhere love is free, ruled , over by a man who admits that
he j_s ple.ying God
claims tc do a 'better job than G.o d himself.

and

Abou~ this tir.ue, my eon brought home a paper back novel, "The Time of the

Panther", that his English professor, Dr.
· , . had written and he had purchased
at the ~ivcrsity _book store. I feel sure thaif_. there is nowhere to be found
a book that is more vulg_a r,, le-..rd. and blc.sphemo~s than this. It is the story of
a 12 year old backwoods Florida boy awakening to sex. . It describes in sordid
detail his sexual l'elation s wi·ch his own mother and intercourse with a colored<
prostitute. This professor is influencing the minds of our young people. He
is thc . sam3 professor who carried on~ dissertation in a class of boys and
girls tb.~t. ·it is the size of a girl's bust that determines her capacity for love
na..1dng. · · i\.fter the class, the girl who quoted this was grabbed by a boy whom she
he.d never seE;n before '-Tho asked her for a date, declaring that she had what it
te.kcs.
Mr.

, a gr;::.duate of Rice University, and Navy veteran, quit the ' Human
because of its vulgarity . .When. he quit; ' nr.
_ called him:·and offered him an "A" in the subject if he would return bven
if he tack no exams. Mr.
did not return. Mr.
. saidthat ' Dr.
revelled iri the discussion of sex, and would send girls to the oiackoo2.:t'-i-·-a-nd..,... ....,h,-uniilia-te them until they were in tears. This is the same Dr.
11h0se letter to the editor appeared in the Tampa Tribune last week informing ;the
Bc· l::~vlci:i~ C'Oi:irse te.ught by
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citizens of Tampa that they should leave the university entirely to the faculty
who are professionals. This I) for one, am eager to do) until they start
destroying the things I have been building for years ... the moral fiber and
faith of my children.
Mrs.
, mother of grown children and an employee of the university
told me that she quit the American Literature course taught by Dr.
for the same reason as Mr.
, and was so happy that others were
was quoted
becoming aware of conditions at the school. This same Dr.
by a student as saying that Christianity is absurd to think it can explain
God. When he spoke of this to Dean
at the previously mentioned
meeting, his answer was that he agreed with Dr.
This is the same
dean who told one of the girls that her beliefs in God showed that she was
too immature to be in college and belonged in a religious school somewhere.
One of the required books in the required Human Behavior course is a
generalization of southern cities by a northerner who spent a short time in
the south. This book speaks of sex among the white and colored in such a
way that I cannot make myself write of it. The men who have read it say they
would not even discuss it with their friends. This is being read and taught
in mixed classes. It is "Caste and Class in a Southern Town", by Dollard.
One of the "all university'' books, which the faculty, employees, as well
as students are supposed to read is "The True Believer"; ·This describes the
true believer as a "guilt ridden hitchhiker who thumbs a ride on every cause
from Christianity to communism .. a fanatic, needing a Stalin or a Christ to
worship and die for .. the mortal enemy of things-as-they-are and insists on
sacrificing himself for a dream that is impossible to attainj he is today
everywhere .o n the march." The author leaves no room for a noble cause in the
human:'-heart and reduces to rubble all unselfishness by calling it selfishness
in origin as it gives one pleasure to be unselfish. He would have you believe
that any interest in anything is an act of lunacy.
Another. waste of time in reading is Huxley's, "Brave New Vlorld 11 • It is
stupid and boring as well as immoral, but still required. It is the opinion
of my son that, of the required reading of eight books, only two were worth
the time it took to read them. Where is all the fine literature that has
beeN 'w ritten through the ages?
· "The Inhabited Universe 11 , to me is the most objectionable of the required
material -- a prime example of "fools r ush in where angels fear to tread. 11
The books concerning sex are so vulgarly done as to be rejected by any
but a sick mind and the disastrous results of a life indulged in sex can be
seen. In the material world, seeing is believing, but in the spiritual world)
believing is seeing. Believing the word of God produces .experiences that
make one "see". Only in this way does one come to know Him. When this is
debunked, as is done so strongly in this book, it really is the epitome of
man's inhumanity to man! The authors of such heresy should heed the admonition,
"If you haven't tried it, don't knock it"; I:, for one, have tried it and know
,.;hereof I speak. The God, vlhom we come to know through His Son is all we want
Him to be and much more, and -vri th His help, i{e are able to surmount every
problem of this world. I have found it to be so.

'
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The following are quotes from this book .....
"It is the teaching of the Christian Church that Jesus was a unique creation
- the personification of God on earth - "the son of God." But what if Jesus was
not? If we are intent on Truth and not merely seeking to defend established dogma,
it is a question that should, at least". be considered. In fact the virgin birth
of Jesus is one of the most primitiveideas of the Christian faith. Could Jesus
Christ; Buddha, and other great world teachers have emerged in the normal course
of evolution? It is the transmission of genes from generation to generation
that determines the characteristics·anindividual will have."
"The idea of a god who rewards good and punishes evil is primitive. A
homosexual or a murderer may be guilty in the eyes of society but he can scarcely
be guilty in the eyes of a just god. Is it really any more fantastic to think
of Jesus with other great figures of religion as the products of natural
processes."
"Practically all religions offer personal survival for the big reward for
a righteous life on earth; it is the fairy tale promised land where all is
peaceful and harmonious, where problems are unknown. Do we stop to think how
overwhelmingly boring such an existence would be? "
"In view· of all that man has discovered it may seem incredible that many
Christian people still regard everything the Bible has to say as literal truth
from which nothing can be substracted. The Bible is so full of contradiction,
particularly regarding the nature of God, that it is difficult to understand
how ·.anyone can still regard it as an infallible document."

"The God of the Old Testament is a tribal god who reflects little more
than man's own intolerance."
"Man looked upon God as a means to his own ends with the result that he
has created an image that is little more than the reflection of his selfish
desires."
"The 'solutions' we offer to meet the dark challenge of our Age are the
same 'solutions' we have tried before, the matching of force, international
agreement, militant Christianity -- the same weary round of ideas which have
failed us time and time again." There is much criticism of Billy Graham and
his beliefs.
Surely there are two sides to the coin --- separation of church and state
should mean, if there is no teaching of, there should be no teaching against!
Nmv we come into. another source of despair over the university; the
political problems. A friend of ours had lunch with Dr.
, dean of
at USF, and when she suggested to her that they might present
another side of a controversial issue to the students other than what had
been given, Dr.
made this statement; "The university gives only
one side o:f a question. In that way the student thinks through to the other
side; ·Hhereas, if they gave both sides, they would not think about it at all."
The principal of a local high school told me that when he 1.ras engaged in work
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with Dr.
at
High, he found her making out reports on
interviews with people she had never met. He said they got rid of her as
quickly as they could. She is the one who denied the student group trying
to organize a conservative movement sponsored by Spessard Holland, Eddie
Rickenbacker, Taylor Caldwell, and others of similar character, the right
to select their faculty advisor. When they contested this, she told one of
the boys who was on scholarship that she would have his scholarship revoked
if he persisted in his efforts. He has been silenced by .this threat.
There have been a series of left-wing speakers on campus with no
balance from conservative ones.
Another activity of this nature was a Peace peition which the students
signed .to President Kennedy. Most of them only read the sign on the booth,
PEACE. Naturally, they are in favor of peace. What they did not realize,
most of them, was that the petition was sponsored by many leftists and read
thus - "As we build an international capacity to keep peace let us join in
dismantling the national capacity to wage war " . It all may sound fine, but
when these are the thoughts of persons like Norman Thomas, candidate for
president on the Socialist party ticket, Victor Reuther, Rev. Edwin T.
Dahlberg, and Clark Eichelberger, it may not be so good for our country
if we 1-Tant to preserve our constitutional republic. This was brought to
the attention of the Dean responsible for the booth and other professors,
who defended the action, saying that some of the many men named on the
petition such as those just given were personal friends of theirs.
Recently, I read a letter from the office of the chancellor at Vanderbilt
University. It spoke of a former professor there who was retired much against
his protests who had "gone sour" over the years. This is the same man who has
been hired by the Univers ity of South Florida of whom we read such glowing
accounts in our newspapers. The same thing occurred concerning the aforementioned speaker at the university 1-Tho was cancelled upon insistence by
outsiders on Dr.
The ne1-Tspaper account would have the reader
think he was the finest, when in actuality, this is much more than questionable.
Hhy is the administration so eager to accept "rejects" and cloak them
in the robes of true scholars? Hhy is . the paper willing to print only what
comes from the desk of Dr.
and nothing of the truth? Until they are
willing to be hone s t,they are contributing to the mediocrity of the university.
If a man is not good enough for Vanderbilt, he is not good enough for the
Univers~ty of South Florida!
The administration, in its eagerness to fill the staff at the university,
should not sacrifice quality for quantity, for this kind of man can do
irreparable damage to the minds of the students, and once he is hired, is a
problem to dismiss, due to the tenure rule and the efforts of the American
Association of University Professors, if they so cho~~ I sincerely hope that these instances are the exception rather than the
rule, but as long as the whole remains the sum of its parts, they are most
important.
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There was a letter to the editor printed in the Tribune on June 15, which
read as follows :
"One important aspect of the invest ;_ gation of t:t;;= University of South
Florida has been largely ignored in comrn· ~ nts on the :.;i tuation. That is the
support given by the local chapter of th~ American A~sociation of University
Professors to the administration of Pres i_dent
It is significant
that in the attack on the administration at USF the A~UP has come out in
support of President
and his s taff."

-----

I know of one time in pa::-ticular that this was not the case. When Dr.
dismissed a speaker at the unive rsity with many pro-communist
----,--activities, upon insistence of people who know him for what he really is,
the AAUP cried out in strong protest against Dr.
They made a written
report against this, which was carried in the paper.
There is no need to protest when every one is in step ... like, to the
left march!
There is much, much more but you will hear that from others.
THE TAMPA TRIBUNE, Friday June 29, 1962

9-1

"OPPOSES LAW Woman Anthropologist Backs Youthful Drinking
"NEH YORK - Anthropologist Margaret Mead said yesterday states which
keep the minimum drinking age at 21 '>vill undermine the moral fiber of the
country exactly as prohibition.'
"Miss Mead defended New York state's 18-year mlnlmum, under attack from
New Jersey Gov. Richard J . Hughes and representatives of other states bordering New York.
"She said New York's drinking lavr vias "a courageous step forward in an
unpopular era.' She said many 'young adults' between the ages of 18 and 21
are married, own their own homes and have served in the armed forces.
"Miss Mead told a legislative subcommittee the 21-year minimum forced
'responsible young adults ... to drink illegally and this will undermine
the moral fiber of the country exactly as prohibition did.'
"Hughes has complained that of 77 teen-agers killed in New Jersey
traffic accidents in which alcohol was a factor, 'more than 40 per cent
of those involved had been legally consuming alcohol in New York.'"
One of the required books in the Human Behavior course at USF is
Miss Mead's book, "Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies"1935. She also is the author of the lengthy preface to "Patterns of
Culture", as reviewed in this report, another required book at USF.
The message of thi s book, that nothing is right or wrong, just whatever
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is set up in the society in which you happen to live, is further supported
in her expression in this news release. She is saying here that morality
is determined by legality -- so, to improve morals, change the law to make
the act legal, then it will be right. Hhat a strange way of thinking!
Even a child knows that the law is to protect not only others from the
offender, but oneself. Operating on this premise, we could make murder
legal by changing the law, but it surely would not m~e it right. The following pages are an attempt to separate truth from error
where the newspapers are concerned. There have been so many lies to refute
and truths to bring to light, it has been a full time job trying to keep up
with it all.
We can call this "The great Un-American Tragedy", or what happens to
freedom of speech and individual rights when there is a newspaper monopoly,
and they are opposed to one's efforts and oblivous to the truth.
It is most interesting to note that the newspaper treatment of this
whole situation is a classic example of the problem at the University ...
the application of a good principle by one faction car ried too far, so
that they deny the right of application of that same principle by others.
Too far east is west, you know.
At the University, academic freedom is a must.
applied to all, it becomes its own worst enemy.

But when it is not

The following statement, given to me by a friend just the other day,
made in 1947 by J. Edgar Hoover better expresses this thought: "Academic
Freedom or Academic Suicide?"
"I do fear so long as school boards and parents tolerate conditions
whereby Communists arid fellow-trave lers under the guise of academic freedom
can teach our youth a way of life that eventually will destroy the sanctity
of the home, that undermines faith in God, that causes them to scorn respect
for constituted authority , and sabotage our revered Constitution."
What little I know about Communi sm, I have learned just recently. My
interest in all this is motivated by a desire to preserve that which I have
found good, so that others may have a choice of belief and way of life. If
the.y .donot so choose, that is their concern. They will have had an
opportunity. I am interested in preserving Christianity, and in so doing
preserve democracy, for Christianity is the author of individual rights,
as God is the Father of liberty.
I feel so' sure that many are opposel to this investigation because
they do not understand . They are like the man sitting on a limb sawing
it off.
On Thursday, May 17, I made the never-to-be-forgotten, monstrous
mistake of answering the questions of a newspaper reporter, after the news
of the investigation had been broken by the disgruntled professor at USF,
thus b.e ing the only parent involved to be identified. I was not accustomed
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to avoiding issues, and had no forecast of the dire results of this action. I
diQ not know t hat, as one writer t o the Tribune stated, my name would become
synonymous with the investigation at the university, and that my family and I
would bear the brunt of a vicious attack by the newspapers and everyone
influenced by them.
The newspapers have carried several hundred articles on the subject of
the investigation. My name has been used 14 times and my son's once. Thus,
we have been the target of criticism in the minds of those who did not know
the truth, of which there have been many, as our only communication has been
by word of mouth. The newspapers and their television station would only
shove one side oLthis question even though they were painting a picture . of
a lie and they knew it.
The day after the first editorial appeared in the Tampa Tribune on May
19, I called the writer, Mr. c., who is the editor of the paper, and gave
him the facts that he obviously must not have had, and found that he did
know the truths concerning the action . . . and yet, the editorial fired at
the parents who were to become known as "that narrow-minded prejudiced
group" as stated by the president of the university, in their "reckless"
a.c tion against USF. I told him that vTe had had no offer to go to t~e Board
of Control as he charged in two . editorials, that I had been hurt and did not
want to hurt him in r e turn, but reminded him that he and his wife had been
invited to the citizens' meeting and might have changed the course of events
if they had attended, if he were so opposed to the action taken.
I asked Mr. C if his motive and mine were for the betterment of the
uniyersity as we both .qlaimed, why we could not give the Investigating
Committee the benefit of the doubt and consider them innocent of prejudice,
as he claimed, until ?roven guilty, and all work together for . this common
goal. He replied that would be a fine idea.
Mr. C. has a strange idea of working together, as this was just the
first of six editorials attacking the investigation and the parents.
The newspapers have used all means to slander this action ..... slanted
news- releases , the book revievre r ' s column, letters to the editor with the
ratio of four to one against the action when they had many more in its.
favor, and even a minister's column; and yet, my minister's letter was in
their possession for nearly two weeks be f ore they used it. Then, when he
put hi,s finger on the tr,uth:w.l).ere t hey were concerned, they denied it.
This lette.r mentioned their :"deeprooted distaste for the Johns .committee"
... and '\uath toward the ·individuals who started it". This . the editor ·
denied in a published a)4's:w.erfollowing his letter printed on June ' 25. Yet,
you will see in the :following report where . one of the editorial writers
told. me in no uncertain terms that the attack was dire cted at the committee
and senato.r J. I found in. his tone extremely deep feelings against them.
Any one who has kept up with~ the papers )'Tould have· no trouble detecting
their ill feelings directed towa;rd ·the parents' group. If this is not
what they felt and were trying to accomplish in the minds of the readers, why
did the Tribune · refuse to print the statement of Mayor L
showing his
part in the action and the one of Mr. H, chairman of the Board of Control,
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as made in St. Petersburg, showing his knowledge and approval ()f the Investigating Committee as they operated on: the campus of South Florida? Why did
they refuse to print letters sent to them revealing the truth in defense of
this group and its action? Thus began a terrifying time in our lives ..:.~
where could we go to tell the truth? Hasn't there some way to stop this
slander, this blame for something of which we were not guilty?
If there ivere only another newspaper to go to with the truth! The news
media knew the lips of the Investigating Committee were sealed to protect
the innocent until the final report was made and the others involved were
not free to divulge their findings. The literature we protested, which is
only a symptom of the disease, could not be viewed over the air or printed
in the newspapers as it violates their code of ethics. That is an interesting
point. Doesn't the university have a code of ethics'?
Maybe this attack will soon end.
But, it hasn't. Has this beeri America, our beloved country where
freedom of speech is .one of our greatest principles?
Why, we could not even find a lawyer who was not "too busy" to help us.
One "friend" of many years just never returned our calls made to him.
Fear of the newspapers is the malady of all, it seems.
On May 20, I called Mr. c, publisher of the Times and Tribune, and left
my name and number. I have known him all my life. My call was never returned.
Later in the week, I talked with Mr. D, Managing editor of the Tampa Times,
telling him of the facts, but later his paper carried one of the most malicious
and misleading news articles of them all. A letter to the campus edition of
the Times asked that "Stockton Tarr Smith be asked to resign as vice-president
of the student government of the University of South Florida, due to the
teaching, . preaching and impeaching of him and his mother, Mrs. Stockton Smith."
This put our names before the public again which made the fourteenth time. To
me, this seemed most unnecessary, as this was one student's idea but was so
included in the article telling of the petition signed by a thousand students
concerning something else, that some have told us that they thought the whole
group was asking for our son's resignation.
I also talked at length with Mr. H., manager of WFLA TV. His station's
news report had "white-washed" the very positive statement by the attorney
for the Investigating Cormnittee at the conclusion of their efforts at the
university that entirely vindicated the action of the parents' group. The
report bore practically no resemblance to the written statement. This news
was counteracted by another editorial in the paper. Another interesting
conversation took place with an editorial writer for the Tampa Tribune, Mr.
A, with whom I went all through school and thought was my friend. All these
people to >vhom I have tried to appeal for truth and justice I have known for
years and considered my friends, but perhaps I have used the term too loosely.
Mr. A. had many unkind and even VJ.CJ.OUS thing's . to say about Senator
Johris and hj.s committee including the accusation that Senator Johns would
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close all the state universities if he could except Gainesville. Maybe Mr. _____
does not know that, upon request of the afore mentioned Senator, Senator Johns
instituted a motion in the state legislature for a million dollar appropriation
for the University of South Florida.
Mr. A. argued that Communism is not waging a war for the minds of men at
all; that it is entirely an arms race. I reminded him that a man must be motivated
to pick up those arms or lay them down. He argued -that pornography is a good
preparation for life and that he had read such books in college. I asked him if
it was required reading and he said no. That is the point in question. Required
reading carries a measure of condoning, by the very fact that it is required.
Then 1-1hen "trash" is accepted as lite_rature, the effect on the student is very
different than if -he had read__ it -on -his own, which is -any one's ' privilege. There
is .avast difference in the two apprqaches. One way recognizes evil, the other
condones -~t, ahd 1-rhen one fails to recognize good and evil, he is on dangerous
ground.
On Thursday, June 14, my husband, our son, my brother, ~nd I kept an
appointment with Mr. C., General Manager of the Tampa Tribune and Times. We
went not for vindication or retribution, but to give Mr. c. tb.e' 9!=nefit of the
truth concerning our small part in the investigation at the university. For him
to see the 1-1hole picture might afford protection for others in ·the future from
this slande rby the newspapers.
The newspaper keeps crying that the publicity will harm the university.
Who, may I ask, is responsible for the publicity? Did not they, themselves,
start it and keep the pot boiling'? We certainly didn't. \-Je could not even
defend ourselves, unless we set up our own printing press, which is not a bad _idea!
If, for some reason, the truths of this investigation are never made
public, it will be a tragedy. People who want to preserve this country and t:Q.e
principles on which it was built have been "shadow-boxing" with .the enemy. Thi_s
is a golden opportunity to acquaint them_with the real' weapons they might use.
The following letter was delivered to:
June 17, 1962
Mr. C.
l'ublisher, Tampa Tribune
Tampa, Florida
Dear Mr.

c.,

One of - the former mayors of Boys' State, of which your paper spoke so
glowingly in the Tampa Times editorial of June 13, is paying a high
price for "the qualities that make for good citizenship and good public
service". His name is Stockton Tarr Smith, who served as a delegate
to Boys' State in 1959 from Plant High School of Tampa. He also
served as vice-~res±dent of the student body, vice-president of the
Rotary Wheel :crub, was Junior Rotarian, was a member of the Lettermen's
Club, played varsity football for three years, belonged to the Quill_
and Scroll; was home room president-for three years, a member of the
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Pantherilla Court for three years, the recipient of the Danforth Leadership
award upon graduation, was a member of the Hall of Fame, and was voted the
most popular boy in his class of 500. He also played varsity football at
Washington and Lee University, and is currently serving as vice-president
of the student body at the University of South Florida, is a charter member
of the Kiwanis Circle "K" club, vice-president of his social club, and is
superintendent of his Sunday School and a deacon in his church.
According to Mr. J. \>1., assistant to the President of Washington and Lee
University, "I found Stockton Tarr Smith to be a fine young man of excellent
character and absolute integrity. He was admired by his classmates as well
as by the members of the faculty vTith whom he worked. I would not hesitate
to recommend him highly as a young man with high Christian morals and a
deep sense of democratic standards."
This is the young man who has been identified by your newspaper as almost
solely, along with his mother, responsible for "reckless and unwarranted
action" against the University of South Florida, and has been the target
of much criticism wholly undeserved as a result of not one, but three
editorials written without any regard whatsoever for the truth. The statement by the mayor of this city, and one by the chairman of the Board of
Control, Mr.
shedding further light on this subject were never
printed in the Tribune. The editorials are guilty of libel, slander,
malicious intent, and have resulted in untold suffering, mental and
physical, by the victims.
The .last editorial challenged the public for letters written in support
of the investigation, and now the paper refuses to print them. The one
written by my minister has been in for nearly two weeks.
I have a copy of a letter used in the Tribune with this sentence deleted -"It has been too widely assumed that they (parents) ivere acting in a spirit
of vindictive vigilance rather than in the spirit of constructive concern
as expressed by Mrs. Stockton Smith in her remarks." And yet, a letter
published on Sunday, June 10, read as follows, "Why don't we fire all the
professors, and of course the administrators as ivell, and employ Mrs.
Stockton Smith and her group to teach, nay espouse, their one-sided views."
After each attack, I have called and acquainted the writer on your newspaper with the facts, but they are simply not interested!
I sincerely hope that others will be more fortunate than Skipper, for with
all the training for leadership these activities afford, unless people are
trained in areas such as the last two mentioned above, they will find the
cost too high.
In "gaining a deeper appreciation and understanding of our American way of
life", quote from editorial of Boys' State there is rio mention of a newspaper whose policy is that the end justifies the means; I thought that the
American way is that the end is only justified by the means. This must be
new to the American way of life. I say nevT, because Stockton is the fifth
generation in Tampa who has displayed these qualities
.
.,
..of leadership, as his
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forefathers came as pioneers to this area when it was Fort Brooke, and
played a great part in its development. As you will note from the following excerpts, their efforts were fully appreciated by all.
According to the History of Hillsborough County, 1928, his great-greatgrandfather was "for many years the leading merchant and banker. He was
one of the best known men in southern Florida and had a wide reputation
for honesty and fair dealing." He was responsible for establishing the
first ship yard in Tampa, the first shipping line, and brought the first
telegraph lines into the city.
His great-grandfather, according to the same source, "was a very popular
man and much in demand for important public offices. He was known as a
financier of very considerable ability and was a member of the Elks, Odd
Fellows and Knights of Pythias, and the Tampa Rotary Club. He was extremely
popular in Tampa, and was known as a very public-spirited, generous and _
kindly gentleman and the city of Tampa suffered a very severe loss by his
death."
His grandfather, quoting the "Encyclopedia of American Biography, 1955",
'Won recognition among his colleagues in the furniture industry nationwide, and was president of the National Retail Furniture Association,
with a membership of more than thirty-five hundred dealers throughout
the country. He was president of the Tampa Rotary Club, treasurer of the
Tampa Tribune, Inc., vice-president of the Tampa Board of Trade, a director
of the YMCA, was permanent chairman of the election board at his death.
He was asked to become candidate for mayor by a large group of citizens,
but refused this honor. He has left a lasting impress upon the affairs
of his city as a commercial and civic leader, devoted to his community's
progress and welfare. Among those who knew him well, he is remembered
as typifying the Southern gentleman, and he was held in high regard by
all."
All this makes one stop and ponder --- if these people have become
suddenly the enemies of this community and its institutions, according
to the ne1.rspapers, who have become the allies?
Why is it becoming impossible to defend that which is right and good, and
so very unpopular?
What will happen to these qualities of leadership if they are extolled in
theory and then ridiculed and maligned when put into practice?
Does the freedom of the press have t he right to usurp freedom of speech?
Is not a monopoly newspaper, by being such, even more responsible for
guarding the individual's right to speak, instead of attacking him with
lies, and then taking away his only defense, the truth?
When editorial writers speak from limited knowledge, it is unfair, but
when they know the truth and ignore it, it is dishonest, to say the
least.
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For a newspaper to write with some prejudice is understandable, for it
to question the wisdom of an action is understandable, but to attack a
woman and her son for something they did not do and continue to slander
and malign them for weeks to get at something bigger than they are, is
not only cowardly, it is cruel, and has far reaching, tragic results.
It is not worthy of your institution, Mr. c________
In view of the fact that you did not return my call made to you at your
home on May 19, Mr. Smith, Stockton, my brother, and I met with Mr. c.
last week and discussed these things.
This letter is written with the hope that others in the future may be
protected from such "journalism".
If all this is the result of an overall policy of your newspaper, then
the owner and publisher are to blame, but if it is the result of the
editorial writer's freedom, 1-1hich is in essence, good, then it certainly
behooves the publisher to provide the public with editorial writers who
respect the truth.
My son has just returned from his first day at the summer session at the
University of South Florida and finds that it is the same "old story"
-- more attacks from faculty and· students. One of the questions posed
for thought by the professor today is the kind of mind that would
instigate an investigation at the university. ·Stockton took this for
three weeks before school was out, and the feel·ings are evidently still
running rampant as a result of newspaper accounts, ·1-1hich is all the poor,
deluded students had to go by, coupled with the teachings of some of the
faculty that the whole miserable affair was started by one student who
was doing poo:::-ly and trying to cover up. The student had a "B" average
at the time.
It is interesting to note that the professor also told the students today
that people who are attracted sexually to the same sex can have absolutely
no control over this emotion. He may be the same one who teaches that
the reason the institutions are full of young people who are mental
patients is our society's restrictions on sex, and that pre-marital
· relations are not only all right, they are good, and he vTould advise it.

'

This is only an infintesimal part of the evil that your newspaper is
condoning lvhen it attacks the opponents of this teaching.
Where my family and I are concerned, the injustice has been accomplished,
blitfor the sake of others and our very country, please let it be the
last.
Sincerely,
/S/ Jane Tarr Smith
(Mrs. Stockton Smith)
I have heard nothing from Mr.

--------

regarding this letter.
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If there is merit to this report, it is an expression of all the fine
people who have sent information along with encouragement, but whose voices
are not being heard.
On Saturday, August 25, 1962, the 53 page summation of the 2500 pages of
transcript of the Investigating Committee at the University of South Florida was
printed in the Tampa Tribune. Many things were apparent to the reader who had
not been so influenced by the one-sided publicity as to have closed his mind to
the truth. The most glaring defect at the University is the lack of accountability
of the administration and faculty. If we build a house without a foundation arid
without an architect, each one putting in a brick, no matter how well meaning we
are, what an abortion we would have! It would seem that the University and other
state schools have no policy or standards to which to adhere. He realize the
danger of limitation, but there is much more danger in giving academic freedom
license to destroy the principles of our constitutional republic which guard
its freedom. Perhaps the time has come for the people to decide whether their
tax money should support an institution which upholds its government, or one
that may bring about the death of it. Let us return to the original issue which
brought about the investigation by the citizens' group, though, admittedly, this
will be a problem for those whose minds are made up so that they don't want to
be confused by the facts. The parents are asking for equal representation of .
teachings at the University. We have never questioned motives or even tried to
suggest who was right or wrong; merely, that the voice of God-fearing, democracy
loving people have a right to be heard. Once before in our history we have
heard the cry: "Taxation without representation". This might be likened ·to that.
J. Edcc.r Hoover has this to · sc.y:
"t:ndcr the guise of ncc.dcmic free.dom,
the Conmiunist Party has been particularly directing its functionaries to college
campuses to cultivate new adherents to their creed ®~ subversion and perfidy".
No one has accused the University of .South Florida of being communistic, but
some of theirteachings must certainly bring joy to the communists, for as we
are encouraged to turn away from morality and Christianity, we will, of necessity
turn toward the other prevailing ideology in the world today.

According to George Dimitrov, in advice to the Lenin School of Political
Warfare, as quoted in a report of the American Bar Association's committee on
Communist Tactics, Strategy and Objectives --- Congressional Record, 22 August,
1958, p. 17719. "As Soviet power grows, there will be greater aversion to
communist parties everywhere. So we mus.t practice the techniques of withdrawal.
Never appear in the foreground; let our friends do the work. We must always
remember that one university professor, who without being a party member lends
himself to th~ .interests of the Soviet Union, is worth more than a hundred men
with party cards" ... Who could "lend himself to the interests of the Soviet
Union" any more effectively than those at the university who insist on communist
and pro-communist speakers, and discourage or refuse those who would show as
much dedication to our own country?
Dr. Allen in his statement in the Tampa Tribune following the Investigation report on Tuesday, August 28, said this: "Faculty members along with the
students present believed that hearing the arguments of anofficial of the
Soviet government was an enlightening experience." Yet, we read this in the
Tampa Tribune of Monday, July 16, 1962; "An American Bar Association committee
said yesterday Communists have no legal right to speak on state-supported
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campuses .... That students and faculty members . on state supported institutions
have no right to require communist officers be. allowed to speak on their
campuses. " So, if according to the communists, friendly professors are even
more effective than party members, they are even more dangerous and should
be considered in this light. All of this doesn't add up too well.
If a mind is steeped in. love of country and the principles on which it
was founded, it might withstand. the selling of. other brands of gove;rnment,
but while students are being .e xposed in such large measure to those who are
dedicated to selling this brand, those values whi.c h _would make them resistant
to this new idea are being attacked and even destroyed. And they are not
steeped in .love of our country because it is being sold short in all levels
of education. This problem is universal and ail inclusive.
In defense of homosexuals, Dean Cooper, in his statement in the Tribune
on August 26, denotes them as "the people in our society on whom nature has
played a terrible trick denying normal sexual impulses". According to a well~
known clinical psychologist, few of these people are born, most are made; that
it is something in which most children experiment and if they are not taught
that it iswrong will :c ontinue to indulge until they become slaves to it. Thus,
it is wrong . and must be recognized as such to be overcome. Thi s is one more
point in favor of oti.r contention that some of these teaching$ at the university
discourage recognition of good and evil.
J. Edgar Hoover made -this s tatement: "Communist strategists have made
the conquest of youth one of their most urgent goals. Our colleges and
universities can help our young men and 1-wmen to better understand our history.
We must present a united front of spiritual and moral integrity against the
forces of crime and communism. It may well be that the battle field for the
minds of men. will be staged in our nation's classrooms." He says that alien
forces with:l.ri. these shores have been striving for years to subVert our freedom
and destroy our faith." .Scores of persons, apparently of shallow intelligence, .
have been sheeplike iri folioving the lead of propagandists ~orho strive to
advance secularism to further their own Satanic ends. Also, it has become
fashionable, for instance, in ce rtain circles, to be "realistic" - that is,
to ignore the Ten Commandments and the teachings of Christ. In such circles
it is not considered broad-minded to be a devout Christian, or a detout anythini. ·· How, these self-styled "truth seekers" ask, can one adhere to a creed
and remain ~'free intellectually' ?
If you will read the all university required book , "The True .Believer" and
the one required in the English course, "The Inhabited Universe''; you will find
that this is their identical message!
The vulgarity and lewdness in the required reading is defined by the
university as "realism". If this material does not fit the legal term of
obscene literature , it may well be that the legal definition is not adequate
in some instances.
One of the university's favorite authors is Aldous Huxley. His required,
"Point Counterpoint" written in 1928, comes very close to the definition.
Required "Brave New World'', 1932, is classed as satire, but read the following
clipping from the Tampa Tribune on Monday, June 11, 1962, and see what you
think about it. That the books are current cannot be the excuse here.
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London-(AP) Controversy centered yesterday on Sir Julian Huxley, one
of the world's top biologists, for his proposal on producing a brave new world.
In a speech to the Eugenics Society last week the 74 year old professor urged
that a few "enlightened couples " take a first step toward positive large-scale
eugenics by subjecting the wife to artifi~ial insemination from some "admired
donor". Sir Julian says eugenics must be used to help produce more people of
first rate intellect and character. His speech caused a storm among religious
leaders , social workers, screen and sports stars-the sort of people he seems
to think would make ideal parents. Sir Julian proposed an extension of ordinary
artificial insemination by donor to take in couples who could have had their
own children. His idea is not entirely new. It was foreshadowed in some of
the novels of his author brother, Aldous Huxley, including one called "Brave
New World". Hostile to this idea were Dr. Anthony Storr, psychiatrist and
expert on marriage problems, officials of the Family Planning Association,
church leaders, and Canon Brian Green of the Anglican Church of England,
who said, "This is psychological nonsense. It strikes at the deepest meaning
of marriage."
Is "Brave New World" really satire?
what he says.

What Huxley is gives credence to

If we coul,d only interest the people who are crying, "Poor university",
in a bigger picture! If I, for one, were not so deeply interested in the
--un..i:versi ty, I · c-ould not have withstood: the· rigors of this .investigation's
cri ti.c ism_, _:but I am even- more interested_ in _preserving my country so -there ·
can be a unive:r:sity. '
I, too, am most grateful for the land that has been set aside at the
university for the church groups as has been mentioned and I would think that,
of all people, . these groups would appreciate efforts to uphold their teachings,
as Christ cannot be crucified- in the classroom, and made to live again so easily.
Recently, a secretary to the president of a large university and advisor
to the cp.urch g;ro"Ups on campus, told me that the problem of getting the students
interested in these groups gets bigger every year -- that they used to appeal
to them on the gfbunds of morality; or. at least, in the faith of their fathers,
but these approa-c hes rio longer are effective. Small wonder if there is even
one professor appealing to their baser nature, and ridiculing any thing that
would ~ncourage them to aspire to something higher.
Certainly our beliefs
should be questioned to become a real part of us, but some\vhere doubt must
end and faith begin. -:· The search for truth is not an end in itself--it must
result in -finding truths that satisfy the heart and mind of a man.
From t he Hall Street Journal., Thursday, August 30, 1962, comes more proof
that this problem at the university in which we are so engrossed is a national
one. In a news rel~ase and editorial this paper describes the bitter battle
for state superintendent of public instruction in California. "It is perhaps
on the subject of instilling patriotism in youngsters and informing them of
the nature · of communism that the candidates are most sharply divided". The
conse~ahye carididate favors teaching c~ildren to "revere things of the past";
the liberal rebels against this, favoring progressive education.
The editorial has this to say: "So you will find nm.;, in the grammar schools
of the Soviet Union, that children are taught to take pride in the works of their
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forebears and not only of Lenin, but -of Peter the Great, and Catherine, the
country's scientists, musicians and poets. They are made :proud of the courage
with which their grandfather met the viCissitudes of the :past and of everything their countrymen are accomplishing now whether in the ballet or in
space. Nowhere will you find, in all the Soviet Union, teachers who 'rundown' the country, or if vre may use the :phrase, the 'Soviet way of life' . We
will leave it to each American to decide whether this kind of simple,
uncomplicated :patriotism is a good thing or a bad thing. But we will assure
everybody that out of this well spring of love arid :pride of country comes one
of the strengths which today enables the Communists in the Soviet Union to
mount against the free world a threat of tremendous magnitude."
So, there is no doubt but that the exponents of this new world :progressive
teaching which leaves out the history of our country, debunks Christianity and
God, fills the mind with vulgarity and sex, and learns all about communism
from those who are selling it, whether intentionally or not, will effect the
same end ..... that of world domination by the one who is sold on his own :product
..... and it looks at the moment as if we are buying, not selling.
We have everything in .the world to offer, and Heaven, too. So, let's get
busy! This is not only a space race, it is a spiritual and moral one. The time
may have come for us to choose sides and give them a run for our lives. For
God's very sake, let's -don't lose by default!
The true test of a theory is the result of its being :put into :practice,
and already we have :proof of what this kind of teaching can do. There have
been dramatic changes in some of the students who have attended the university
for the short time it has been in existence- -the kind of change that strikes
at the very soul of a man. If all _this turmoil had occurred because one
student became an atheist and is groping with emotional sickness after having
attended the university, I say it is worth it, but there are more. One of
the g±rls lvho left USF because of the life she was leading there says she feels
as if she were "temporarily insane" as she looks back on it. These girls were
both reared in the church. One mother called me almost in tears of gratitude
for the investigation because she and her husband were "in despair" over her
daughter'srefusal to ":put her foot ·in her church fora year because of the
teachings of her biology :professor at USF."
A gentleman called to thank 1J.s for our efforts who has a daughter attending
college who says that one student uith whom he talked who vTas raised in a
Christian home is unshakable in his arglli~ent that Jesus was just a man, that
there is no such thing as morality or immorality, and that if being homosexual
makes a person happy, that is all that matters. An.adult student called from
out of tmm to express her thanks for the investigation and told me of something her history :professor s_a id to his class that no one can believe it is
so vile.
I talked, entirely by accident, 11i th a young man on our city :police force
who was on motorcycle :patrol at a dangerous intersection of a main arteryleading
from the University of South Florida campus .. Interestingly enough, he was :placed
there by the city to judge the need for a stop light as requested by the vicepresident of the student government.
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He told me of a car that ran the stop sign and tore a cross the busy highway without looking in e ither direction. When h~ caught up to this car, he found
a grown woman, the mother of children, with tears running down .h er face, practically
hystericEil over the tldngs she was being taught .in class at ·usF. She said they
would -des.t roy the things she had built her very life on. She was so upset she
did not know she had come to an intersection. This could have cost her life or
that of someone else.
The$e are just a few of the incidents which have added coals to the fire
of truth and courage t.o our fainting hearts.
No matter how many defenders we find of this new teaching, the results are
the same, and as the individual falls sick in mind and heart,so will the nation.
Many of these defenders come under the classifications of indifference, ignorance,
or pride of intellect, but as it is not money that keeps us from God, but the
love of it, so it is not inteilect that keeps us from Him, but the pride in it.
Now back to the current problem .
Those who have ''b~~ri -.in;fluenced by the newspapers are making resolutions
that .they ·Hill have to defend which will make them even more resistant to the
truth if they ever hear it. If the public were aware of the actual teachings
I am sure some of them would care who are indifferent. It is one thing to read
from the Investigation Report that a man may be way off in his thinking---we
reserve his right to that, but when we see that the teachings reflect his
thinking to such an extent that our children will become what he is, if we are
sure he is wrong and may bring tragedy to our loved ones, it is an entirely
different matter.
On Friday, August 31, the he adlines read as follows: "Chamber Group Raps
Johns Report on USF ..... Praj se s Allen•s Contribution to Institution ... says
report was unobjective, biased, unfair and improperly handled." Further along
the article reads that thi s is not the expression of t he whole chamber as the
resolution had not pas sed the Board of Directors of the Chamber, but by then
the mission of the newspape r had been accomplished. Hhat the paper did not
say was who the 13 present of a committee of 33 were, and the fact that a
meeting of this committee two days before presented a resolution that was
not strong enough for Judge G, President of USF Foundation. So the committee
chairman had a secre t committee draw up another one. At this second Mr. H.,
l~gr. WFLA TV read an editorial from hi s staff which was not q_ui te so outspoken and was suggested as an amendment to the original, but it did not go.
Among those pre s ent 1-1ere Dr. A. ., President of USF, Dean of USF, Judge G.,
Senator G, and. members who know only what they have read in the newspapers
and heard from these just mentioned . . Also attending were six gentlemen wh9
were prepared to speak in behalf of · the investigation, some of whom are
members of the Chamber of Commerce, but they were refused recognition. All
this ·I know as fact . as my husband is a member of this committee and was
present at these two meetings. There were previous meetings of this
coill!llittee on this issue, but Mr. Smith did not know of them. Framed in the
same news article were these facts--that the USF officials vTere permitted
to tape record the testimony as it was taken by the committee, the Board
of Control was permitted to have a r epre sentative present, and that the
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committee transcribed copies of all the testimony to Board of Control members.
There was a battle between the editor and editorial department over these
facts being printed. What kind of a newspaper is this ? For months they
have been whipping the good child. We Must Not Let Them Beat Him to Death!
What can we do ?
Here is the answer to this by Dr. Charles Malik of Lebanon and former
president of the United Nations, recognized as one of the world's leading
statemen: "Nothing is more necessary than to arouse responsible Christians
from their lethargy and slumber to both the infinite dangers and infinite
possibilities of the moment. Only those who stay close to Christ can help
others and be used of Him to meet the need of the world."
So here we have it-- It is as simple as ABC ..... .

4-

Love of God
Love of man
Love of country
Conservativism

= constitutional

republic and freedom

Progressive education with
immorality
1
..,.- atheism
Extreme liberalism

~

socialism, communism, slavery

Which shall it BE, Communism or Americanism?

Senator Charley Johns
Box 1044
Tallahassee, Florida

c
0
p
y

Dear Senator Johns,
Please let me offe r my heartfelt thanks to you and your fine committee..for
the magnificent service rendered to our people, whether they realize it or not,
in the undertaking to which you were called at the University of South Florida.
Please accept my apologies too:, for the unkind reaction of some in our community
who were the victims of the unfair and libelous news media, for which I have no
apology. Some of these peoplewere influenced by the loud noise made by the
newspapers, others by the equally noticeable silence of our group and those in
accord, which. was imposed on us by the monopoly of the nev1spapers. We have
not benefitted by the strength of organization as we have · never been together
but once, at which time we turned our problems .over to the proper authorities.
If it be a crime for citizens to carefully consider a problem then relegate it
to the ·committee so designed and authorized by law, then we are guilty.
It seems that the problems created by those who speak without knowledge and
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are primarily concerned with serving their own interests is unending. The
latest is a movement among the students at USF to pass a resolution similar
to the one passed- by the special committee on higher education of the Tampa
Chamber of Commerce. Along with this is the plan to impeach our son,
Stockton (Skipper), ·?as vice-president of the student association. Skipper
went to the university personnel sometime ago and told them that he does not
hold personal grievances and that tp:ey may expect his full cooperation in his
work as an officer; · · The main reason he returned to the uni ve:r:si ty was to
fulfill his obligation as vice pres·ident.
"
According to the spokesman for this group with whom I talked, the group
met before school started and dis·cusse'd mass demonstrations and the like. But
what can one expect when adults show so little respect for law and order?
Even with all the suffer~g that has come to my family and me as a
result of this undertaking, I am sure, as I know you are, that it is all worthwhile if ithe good intended is accomplished. And that not only may the university
be given a good strong keel for smooth sailing ahead, but that the people will
awaken and be strenghtened by it. - ~ I do so earnestly hope that the Board of
Control will speak loud o.nd clear so that no one will be mistaken as to the
need for and result of the investigation. The.se problems at the university
belong to the people and must be faced up to in order to :be . :resolved. ·We
can't fight an enemy we don't even recognize!
I know that I speak for the many whose voices have not been heard when
· I say, "Thank you," again.
Sincerely,

j sj Mrs. Stockton Smith
We had . several days -of real concern over the impeachment plan and mass
demo9~trations knowing wha~ violence can come as a result of mass psychology.
In talking with the spokes~ for this group, I learned that they had gotten
the "green light" from sonie of the university personnel and further learned
from, one of the deans that the administration disclaimed any responsibility
whatsoever for actions by the student body. I was left with the feeling that
our son could be hung and no one would even intercede, much less be responsible.
•. We realized that, though totally unpremedit~ted, physical harm could come to him
and ott.crs as proven in the Mississippi University incident. We are so very
thankful that these ·,:Plans were abandoned. This would truly have been our
breaking point. All ,oi:jhis was prompted by the factthat, the students only knew
what they had read in ,the newspapers, heard from the professors, and noted on
the bulletin board in · the library which was covered for months wi_th material
ridiculing the investigation and every one connected with it, including a
cartoon of Mrs. Smith.
. .· .
,QI:J.Friday, September 14, the newspapers came in fo r the kill with headlines that the Board of Control had given the university a "clean bill". The
headlines were not true, but they were effective, for the Board of Control
did not speak loud and clear. · Upon intelligent reading of their report, one
could see the need for action and felt that much would be accomplished at
the university if the Board of Control enforced their policies, which they do
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have, which would insure quality education for our young people, but no
one heretofore has known about. But, ~s t.he Board -o f Control sews up the
cut~ on the arm of the patient, he is bleeding to death internally ... from
wounds inflicted by the diabolical efforts of the newspapers to kill, in
the minds of the people, the investigation and the committee which is
designed to protect us against our great enemy, Communism. The Board of
_Control should not be offended by the fact that the group of citizens did
hot come to them as it would have been a physical impossibility for seven
business men scattered over the state of Florida to conduct the work that
was~ . needed at the university.
The fact that they have recently hired an
investigator is an affirmation of this truth.
The group of citizens wanted a diagnosis of the symptoms of the
university which they got from the Investigating Committee and their
suspicions 1vere confirmed. The Board of Control is designed to treat these
symptoms.
Now the university has been allowed to reinstate a faculty member who
violated the policies of the Board of Control, then let him resign so he
can go scot free to reinfect another campus while ·swinging at Senator _____
and his committee as he goes.
According to a minister, who represents 82 churches serving 39,000
people in this area, these churches had already begun their own investigation
of the university in January of 1962 because of the flood of complaints they
had received and they worked closely with the investigating committee and
say that the Johns Committee conducted the fairest, most dignified, honest,
and gentlemanly investigation possible. They laud them wholeheartedly and
support their findings completely. They have recently passed a resolution
to this effect.
The resolution further states: "He especially commend the investigating committee for their good taste in the omission from their official
release of scores of sordid and sensational facts, all of which are a
matter of court record and part of the 2468 pages of sworn testimony."
This they did to protect the university.
A4 - ~ /}.~'{~
A nationally known author and authority on education,~who reviewed all
the material concerning the investigation had this to say ~n his analysis:
. "The s:ltuation is characteristic of the positivistic, secular, 'liberalf
collectivist climate which is the prevailing hypnosis of the academic mind.
The report of the Florida Legislative Investigating Comrrtittee concerning the
University of South Florida is . courteous, dignified, rest-r ained, and intellectually
fair and excellent. My knowledge of _the academic world today enables me to
recognize the pattern and certify the .reali ty that this situation is the
prevalent sickness in the academic community today. Parents, students,
legislators, and all lovers of sanity and freedom must bring the light of
pitiless publicity and fearless realism to bear on such things. This
committee, in_its excellent r:eport is like the sun shining upon tainted
waters. Its report is sound and wise."

. ·.
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I just recently came across an article entitled 11 Fable of Academic Freedom
Exposed", which says many things so ·Hell and expresses the feelings of the
people interested in this investigation. 11The intolerant influences found in
the college classroom and in the philosophy of those charged with the responsibility
of imparting knowledge are the most appalling of all the pressures on the individual.
The type of Liberalism seen practiced on the campus is more than just a deeply
entrenched ideology. It has been pe rmitted, perhaps encouraged, to become a
vindictive, unorganized but effective suppression of conservative thought. A
sidelong glance at history shows that, at one time or another, proponents of
all schools of political thought have been guilty of suppressing disa~reement.
But the fact that such suppression should be seen as continuing in a nation which
is currently deadlocked in a cold war with another nation where suppression is
the rule, and where men have been stripped of' their natural rights as human beings,
makes its existence here the more detestable. · Since, unfortunat~ly, Liberalism
by its very nature calls for conformity, (to the strict goals of society itself,
as interpreted by the Government) i t is difficult for a 'Purist' leftwin:ger even
to accord the conservative-individuali·st his constitutional right to disse.nt."
11

That we are labeled 'conservative I simply means that we advocate an
adherence to the traditions based on human self:..respect 'and national pride upon
which our nation was founded and grew strong. We believe firmly, unshakably,
that we are right. But we do not desire to quash the opinions of those...who
disagree with us. If the right to dissent, to irinovate," to modify i ,s replaced
with a wall of rigid intolerance, then the justice of mode'ration is replaced by
the injustice of extremes, and this generality can be applied either toward the
Right or Left vith equal force."
"We ask; then, not for domination of the H~lls of Higher Learhing)but
only for the equal opportunity of acce s s to which any sincere ideology is
entitled. Let our colleges and universities be ever a n~utral ground for the
encouragement of a nation of students who can Think. II
And atheistic, immoral teachings are no more neutral than God-centered
ones.
On Thursday, October 18, the Board of Control considered the seven or
eight pages of material distributed in class at the University of $6tlth Florida
by Dr. G, who quipped to the students that they could keep it for their own
reference or for the Investigating Committee.
The material was a defiant violation of Board of Control policies as clearly stated so recently. Dr. G. was suspended from the university. This suspension
was followed by a blast from the university chapter of American Association of
University Professors, who called it an invasion of academic freedom. They say,
"It debases the freedom and responsibility of higher education in every university
in Florida subject to the Board of Control".
The AAUP is callingon support from other chapters which they have thus
far from the University of Florida. They are also inciting the students vlho
do not even know what the material was to draft resolutions in support of the
faculty as opposedto th€ ' Board of Control. The AAUP wants academic freedom
without q_ualif,ieation. ·Again our son is being threatened with impea¢hinent
because ' he is nbt in favor of the resolutions being passed by the students
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condemning the Board of Control.
Don't these people know that freedom only comes as a result of law and
order which they are defying"t That our free society is a result of a system
of checks and balances and they are endeavoring to tip the scales in their
favor that keep a balance of freedom for all? Don't they know that truly no
man is an island, and one man's meat may be another man's poison·:
This kind of freedom would be a giant step backward into loss of freedom
for everyone.
It has gotten to the point in our education system where God is not
permissible, but obscenity is required. Does the law of our land only protect
atheists and perverts and not those who would protect things which are good ahd
decent, encouraging personal morality and responsibility?
flow
held
good
them

The rising of the sun, and the moon, the change of seasons, the ebb and
of the tides are unchanging, dependable, and beautiful in their order,
inviolate by God's laws of nature. His laws for man are just as right and
and dependable and inviolate as nature's. We can't break them. We deny
or ignore them, and they break us.

Should the moral laws of our universe be repealed by the professors in
their demand for academic freedom? They may call it academic freedom. Others
call it national suicide!
This has been a tremendous learning experience for me. I hope that you
may benefit from it, because if we wait for each one to learn first hand, it
will be too late. I wish, in my weariness, I could just say farewell to the
newspapers as they leave the light of truth and freedom and travel down the
road of error into darkness and slavery, and forget the professors who use
academic freedom as their fifth amendment, but I can't ... because they're taking
my children and me with them, and we don't want to go! Do you?
"In a democracy, education is everyone's business," according to a popular
encyclopedia, so, please, make education your business so we can keep our
democracy. These problems in education are second only in importance to the
present Cuban si tuatio:J.. If we escape a nuclear war it will be for naught
if we lose this one.
The time is late, so we must resolve this issue in our hearts and minds
right now and do whatever we can:
l.

Write to the Governor, Board of Education, and Board of Control
encouraging them to enforce their policies at state schools.

2.

Find out what the policies are.

3.

L6ok for these same Un-American teachings at all grade levels and
do Hhat you can individually and collectively to put an end to them.

4.

Study educational trends today and take part in their development
--';..be alert to things such as an over-emphasis on testing of
childrens' beliefs and feelings lvhich can be analyzed by teachers
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unqualified to do so, and the results put on their permanent records.
According to one imminent psychiatrist, the results of these tests
are about "as reliable as reading tea leaves". They are aimed at
breaking down the family unit and suggest many / '$ick. ideas" to the
student. Look deeply into matters that require your vote, such as '
the' amendment upon which you will be voting on No.v : 6. in which
school superintendents in counties could be appointed rather than
elected. ' The argument thaf it would take the office out of politics
is a good one, but where would this country be wi t hout our privilege
to vote ? Let's don't relinqu~sh that right too easily. After reading
the goals established by UNESCO and beirt~ accomplisheg in our schools
to· teach world patriotism as opposed to national lqyalty, we had better
keep control of our schools as close to home as possible.
These{ things should be easy to accomplish, but they are not, and I
have not been aqle to understand vThy until · this very morning when I
read this excerpt from the Commurdst Manifesto; by KarLJ1arx: . "I~
short, the Communists everywhere support every revolutionary movement against the existing social and political order of things." '
And we don't have to carry a card to be a part of this force. Any of
us who is more concerned with his own interest than the principle
involved is a stumbling block to the effort to preserve that which
is right and good. Any one who is indifferent to the preservation
of Chri"stian principles thwarts the efforts of those who do care.
Even those not of Christian faith must accept the fact that these
minority groups have had freedom from persecution and an oppo~tunity
for success and happiness because our great country was built on
these principles. We are protecting them as well in this effort.
Thus we are all guilty in a 'g reater or lesser measure and will need great
help in this undertaking. So, let us each claim this promise and find this help ...
"If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves,
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and heal t~eir
land."
11 Chronicles 7:14
According to the current encyclopedias of which I made a study to find the
origin of education, "Education, as an institution of learning, began .When the
written language was created about 3,000 B.C. by the ancient priests and scribes
to teach the lap.guage and moral ~iili'lities contained in their religious literature.
Christian schools appeared durine( 't he time of the Roman Empire from which · came
the universities in the Old World. Then came the New Ameri~a . . Armed with gun
and ox, plow and Bible, the Americans transformed a wilderness into one of the
,{orldts greatest nations. Our first elementary schools taught not the 3 R's'
but the 4 R' s --- readir1g, writing, 'rithmetic, and religion. Near the end of
tp.e colonial period, the.re were 9 univ~rsi ties--8 established by the churches-Harvard, Yale, Darmouth, William and Mary, Princeton, among others."
When education neglects the development of moral behavior and belief in
God, it fails the purpose for which it was begun and ive return to a Spartan
military state. May God keep us from this, for as a man reaches for Him, only
then does he become greater than he is and fulfills the purpose for which he
was created.
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At this point, I feel compelled to quote some of the material to which there
have been legitimate objections. The first is from the critique of beatnik writing
which was responsible for the suspe-n sion of Professor G.
His de:fense is
that it is in criticism of this writing. But, it is like giving .a man a dose of
poison and then telling him it is bad for him.
"For-performance is trie point---performance and 'good orgasma', which are
the first duty of the man and the only duty of woman. What seems to be involved
here, in short, is sexual anxiety of enormous proportions -- an anxiety that comes
out very clearly in the Subterraneans, which _is about a love affair between the
young writer and the negro girl." 'I spend long nights and many hours making
her, finally I have her. I pray for it to come. I can hear her breathing harder.
I hope against hope it's time. A noise in the hall or whoop of drunkard next door
takes her mind off and she can't make it and laughs--but when she does make it I
hear her crying, whimpering, the shuddering electrical female orgasm makes her
sound like a little girl crying, moaning :Ln the night. It lasts a good twen.ty
seconds and when 'it's over she moans, "0 -why can't it last longer," and "0 when
will I when you do?
"Soon now -I bet," I said, "you're getting closer and
closer"---.
11

:._

A profess?r who-insists on this . kind of material has no place in education.
From
"Testimony
boys begin
fifteen or

the previously mentioned book, . "Caste and Class in a Southern Town" .....
seems to be quite widespread to the fact that many, if not most,southern
their sexual experience witp negro girls, usually around the ages of
sixteen. "
·

"The remark is current in Southerntown that ~ man does not khow what a
sexual experience is until he has had a negro woman; this seems to pose the problem
as one of proving virility . . The virile man would hardly be expected to pass this
challenge by. · The assertion of master: or adequacy may creep in by other means too;
a man suffering from a fear .that he is not genitally adequate or that others may
think him passive or that he is too fond of men may demonstrate the falsity of
all such opinions by cohabiting -vrith negro women. " "It may be again that negro
women are valu~d because .they provide a zone of freedom in an otherwise tight
cultural situation as respects sexuality; with them the white man can have a
transitory irresponsible relationship, whereas otherwise sexuality is loaded
with cares, threats, and duties. In relations with negro women the psychic strain
may be much le s.s . "
"Possibly the factor of odor plays a role, since white people generally
profess to be revolted .by the. body odors of negroes. Tpe association between
odor and sexual attraction ,.. · is an old. and well-known one, and it may be that
just those odors which are .revolting when one is in a conventional mood may be
exciting in the sexual mood." .
"If negro women are represented as sexually desi;rfable in the folk imagination
of the whites, negro men are viewed as. especially virile aria, capable in this sphere.
There is >vides.pread belief that the genitalia of negro males. ·a re larger than those
of 1.r hi te; this was repeatedly s.tated by white informants. · Orie planter, for example,
said he had had visual opportunity to confirm the fact; he h¥ gone to one of his
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cabins, and on entering without warning, found a negro man preparing for intercourse. ·. Informant expressed surprj se at the size of the penis and gave an
indication by his arm and clenched fist of its great length and diameter."
"The stories told by white women of the middle or upper classes seem to express
a rather simple sort of envy of the superior freedom of negro women who, as we
should remember, have access to men of both castes, as the white women do not 11 •
"A ·qualification is necessary concerning the sexual gain of middle-class white.
The fact that the white men have access to negro as well as white women and
fight for the situation which allows them this privilege does not mean that they
can enjoy these .sexual contacts to the utmost; nor does it mean, we repeat, that
all white men who have such privileges make use of them in fact. Many times
people are cheated of the enj.oyment of hard-won gains by the development of
conscience. Impulse, once controlled, may be controlled too well. Marriage, for
example; does not always mean release of the sex impulse. The middle-Class white
men in this town have superior prerogatives. The question remains as to whether
the strain of becoming a middle-class individual does not frequently damage
ability to enjoy these prerogatives. The lower class negroes, though actually
more H.mited in sexual choices, may have much freer psychic capacity to utilitze
the women available . "

..
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It is obvious tha t there is no debate as to whether materials such as the
above violate "good taste and common decency", as ; specifj,ed by the Board of Control
policy. This materia l is·.not permitted on rad.io; -T.V. o:r in the newspapers .
.

~

So the question is, are we to have academic freedom without responsibility,
without restraint? If so then it is not true academic freedom. It is an imitation
of it. Academic freedom is necessary in order to have a free society, for the
purpose of academic freedom is to acknowledge all truths, so that none will be
suppressed. When a ny truths are suppressed, academic freedom becomes academic
suicide, and buries personal arid political freedom along with it. We are fighting
the denial of great and fundamental truths in the name of academic freedom.
The added ingredient that makes academic freedom true to itself is the
responsibility of respect toward others and their beliefs, for no man is infallible.
'l'his has bee n the issue from the very first as raised by the citizens of Tampa who
f:i_r st. 1J2CB.:n2 concerned with this lack of responsibility, which results in indoctrina· ~ion, rather than a neutral ground in which students are encouraged to think and
cLoose for t hemse lves.
According to a statement contained in "Principles of Academic Freedom
Tenure", as endorsed by the American Association of University Professors,
:·e.::.chc r i s entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing his subject,
cb:::>u.ld b e careful not to introduce into his teaching controversial matters
ha-.re no relation to his subject."
Why should the t e acher be careful about controversial matters?

and
"The
but he
which

Simply because

j f he is not, he violates . the rights of others, which are given to them in the

Soas titution of the United State s . *One of the purposes of this constitution was
·co establish an ordered freedom, for_ true political freedom depends on justice
':':J.~1 order and on the res traints imposed by living with other people.
Freedom is sometimes endangered by a person's desire to use his liberty to
curtail the freedom of others. There is no better safeguard against such dangers
than the alertness of a free people. They recognize that the right of a person to
cvring his fist ends where his neighbor's nose begins. Democratic education teaches
Deople to live and let live, as long as the basic rights of men in general are not
v J.olatecl.
Fre edom vri thout respect for wise authority is dangerous to the free man and
to his neighbors. Without some authority, freedom tends to fall into anarchy, or
cn:r.:.ylete absence of government or law. Then there is no peace or prosperity for
0.'-:yone. 'Ihe ironic answer to the call for academic freedom without responsibility
'.;cuJ.d be loss of freedom for everyone and those who are calling for it would be
tl-- · victims of their own aggression.
The Board of Control is the voice of the people who support our institutions.
consists of seven highly successful, well-educated business men chosen
i rJ:.:' t hej_r ability by our governor. These men, no doubt, have made a search for
-;~::.··,~-~ll a s ~;2 8.11 do, and have found some great truths upon which to build their
l _jy.:;;s , "'hich lives have proven the value of these truths.

'.CL'::

~)oa r·· l

J:? tr,e re are those who would not choose, by their own free will, without prompting
:._, f~ t ~~-Y u ith in t he '" ide margins set by moral and political order, they are the ones

. . -: .') could have nothing to contribute to quality education.
-::".!orld Book Encyclopedia

For quality education
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is not determined by academic freedom alone, but freedom coupled with responsibility
to others, and for sifting the good from the bad, the better from the best. Unless
the teaching profession are not mortal men, they must exist within the area of
freedom for all.

J
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To !,-!embers of the

~l,a.nt

4, 1963

City 0onservative Glub.

If you are interested in our e ducation system, the University of
South Florida, and what is being taught our students, you should
write to Senator Gharley ~. Johns, P. 0. Box 891, Starke, Florida,
and request a copy of the ~...epor t from Florida Legislative Committee ·
to the State Board of Control and the State Board of Educat~on, fn ...
vest~gat~on of Un~vers~ty of South Flor~da."
11

This is a digest of the 2600 pages of testimony of . the hearings, and
the testimony is devastating, pa.cticularly when uninformed and/or
misguided citizens weep crocodile tears over the . ~riticisms of the
abuses of "Academic Freedom" at the University.
The chairman of the Legislative co~nittee had this to sa; in part of
his letter when he sent copies of thereport to us.
VQur Coiitmittee is not against Acadernic freedom e~:cept
where they teach our children atheism; softness on communism and request that our children read these obscene
boo l~ s that are not decent for you or me to read.
l want to be fran l~ with you, and tell you if something
is not done to clean up our colleges and universities
our country is lost to communism and I do not count my~
self an "old fogey;" but I do believe in God and everything He stands for. ,..Jhen we stopped investigations at
the University of South Florida, I was disturbed, and saw
the hand writing on the t<1all as to what is going to happan~ .
in this country if the brain washing of our children at
·
our colleges and universities is not stopped ancl stopped
quic ~ ~ ly. Khrushchev's time table is going to become a
reality."

,,

Senator Johns will send you also for the as~dng a copy of . the HNow
Nothing Bohemians"--the controversial material that caused Dr. Grebstein's suspension. (He was later re-instated.)
are enclosing a copf of Dr. E.
vestigation, and the University.
·. Je

·derr~ll ~:.oot

1

s comments on the

in~

...·

l 11any

apologists and faint-hearts say this situation is nation-wide,
entrenched, and how do you fight it? And in the first part, they are
correct. But as a moral issue, it must be fought. t!hen you consider
that our children some day may be .exposed to some of the atheistic,
immoral, gutter trash, presented under the mantle of ~~education" and
presented by professors who believe in neither God nor a moral code,
then someone had better talce some action.

The fact that we have so many dedicated, fine educators in our
schools at all levels, mal:es this kind of activity distasteful; but
1~1~e a cancer in the human body, these educational cancers must be
removed, or the end result in both cases will be disaster.
·.i'rite for the Committee 1'-eport.
lrlayne Thomas~rl:>:t:'~sident of the Plant City Conservat.~.ve. Club.

A\iALYS IS OF D~·,. :.!.; . j_ .i&..i ... II..L i.·. .ooT, AUTHO?. ~ OF "COLLECTIVISH
ON TH ; ~ CJ.<.j.-:IPUS" i->lJD AU£Ii0" .I'l'"l Oi'J HIGHS:~ l!;DUGi-\.'.r iOi-1

'..1'. h e · . I:~:;.'Ql'~T o f t he FLOi... I i..iA l.L;G I SL'\T I VI!: IN\TESTIGA'l'IOli CONHITTi.::B conc ernin~

the University of 3outh Florid a is courteous, di6nified, res trained , and int tz llectuallj fair and e::. ~cellent. I approve it without ~- 
rc s e4'Vat ion.
l··iy ~~nov-r le dg e of the acad emic world today enables me to recognize the

..

~

pattern and to c er tify the realit/. It is a sound analysis of the con. te·."lporary 11 libe1.~a1 - \vhich is not the true liberal - attitude.
~evcral thin~s

in this report are c haracte r istic and noteworth~. One
is ti.1is: the G.epartment of ;:..n g; lish imported into its courses a boo~ ;
that ev i t.: ently is more sociolo g ~cal . or ideolog ical than literarj'. This
is ~ one in ~n g lish Departments over the country. ~-Jhy? It is unscholarl y . It is an ir:.1por tation of something that does not belong in departr.1ent s of literature at all. It helps the disintegration of sanity and
t l.1e n ibbl ins ar.vay of standa:c ds anc~. values.

.·
:
.
,"
t:

Ti.1.e testh1.0 n y of ,Jesley Fore~ Davis, .c-'i.ssistant Professor of English,
reveals no st sadly the lac ~ :: of k not,lle<.lge of Cor.rmunism, of the Communist 2ai'tJ, an<l of cm,hnunist m.ethoCs, tvhich ma:~es our "intellectuals"
me:ce Dabe s-in-th e- .iood in relation of t he threat of collectivism. '£he
g oo·:.: pl'o fess o :;..~, t: iscussing Gus Hall, say s: "I wouldn't :noH vlhether he ·
knows enou::;h about Comrnunism or- anJthins else." If he d oes not :.<not·l
who Gus Hall is, \·J hat his lethal activities .are, or hmv he opei~ates as '
an enemy of America, the professor ~:toves in a sentimental mist of midVictorian hush-hush. Surely a p:cofesso1' of literatu.ce today should
-~nmv such ~·JOr ~~s as DAi"-~\.Nt:SS AT i.'iiOON, 'l'Ht: GOD TI-IAT FAILW , ANUIAL FARN , ·
an~ l SJ!.J.. He should l~now that Co.mm.unism, li ~.:.e Fascism, is not a politic al party but a conspiracy against the sanity and freedom of the
human soul. Such ignorance of basic things is anti-intellectual, and
ma ~es any teacher in any college too sentimental and unrealistic to be 1
an intell e ctual leaJ er tod a y . ·
The same lacl::; of k nowled ge, the same sentimental unreality, is rev ealed in the very idea that Jero~e Davis should be invited as a
spea : ~er 01~ that Dr. i.J . F. Fleming should be called to the· faculty.
Jerome Davis has long been d iscre d it ed qS one unde~ a hypnosis about
the merits of the Soviet system; he is ~- p :~ e j ud ic c (~ nn(: pl'opn.;an:}istic
min:.l , and has no place - any mo 1~e than an apologist for Nazism - on a
coll c::;e c ampus . Dr . Fleming's boo l: or bool' s are evidently hostile to
the Arne l~ican way and too friend ],..! to the collectivist way: he dispenses
a C}nical acid for free enterprises, a s e ntimental honey for collectiv ism . ..Jhen he was-retired from Vanderbilt, and not continued as he de-·
sir e J - and when one of his former colleagues speak s of him as one long
"soured " on the \vorlci. - there i s no e x cuse whatsoever for importing him
as a professor in Florid a .
.1.'he d ocume ntation about Flerainc "tvhich the Committee cites is d e v astatinG anC. conclusive. •The vJOrcl s cite ~ by his former colleagues at Vanderbilt, t h a t he is · "the foremost Soviet apolog ist outside ti1e Soviet
Union," are conclusive and devastating. ·; Jhy , in the face of all that,
should any university seek him out? If a university does, it seems
c lear that the university is itself too cynical toward free enterprise,
too s e ntimental toward collectivism. ·
\

(.Jorse even thari having such men as lecturers or as facult; members, one
···- .:= -·
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notice the lac~~ of any balance . .Fi:as the university sought _cons ervat i.ve spea~.:ers or faculty me.nGers? Has it ha<.l a Pilliam. Duc1:ley,
a ·ussell l\: ir ·~< , a d a x Eastman? Has it used \·1 hitaL·: er Chambers' 1,.i iTNESS
(an epic of literature) in its courses? Has it raade .conservatism a
part of its v1.e~v of the world? !f not, it has left primar; colors out
of the spectrum, and it has concent~ated on a partial view of things.
:!l U S

'rhe ciocu•nentation of the Committee as to the positivistic, secular,
and anti-religious atmosphere of tne university is sound. Jhy use the
books used in the i.::n;z.lish i:J epartm~nt? \.Jht omit the great wor.!.;s of C.
S . Lewis that ma:.~e the Christian traditionooth philosophy and litera- '
ture of ti1.e highest quality? It is not so much what is used as what is ,
omi tt ed that is a question-wa:c'.~ after the fairness, the reality, and
the 1.ntellectual value of the courses and teachin:;;.
'

:Svidently, as in so many universities today, ' the assur<lption is uncritically accepted -tl1.at this is a merely material, physical, . pos itivistic world, in whic~ only physical weighing and measuring are valid:
t he t he spiritual, the transcendental, the metap~ysical, are uncri~i
pally iGnored, denied, or ~eft out • . • which i~ simply prejudicei or
ignorance or both. Stu•ients are thus left at the ' mercy of the crooked
orthodox y of the day, and becorae unthin:dng conformists to the shallow
and superficial assumptions of the hour.
The boo !.~ of Salinger's which is quoted at lenbth is not a masterpiece.
Salinger is not a literary giant. He is merely a fashl.onable fly-bynight who is"'t'Ke contempory dai~ling of the pseudo-"intellectuals."
Th is story is n~t only debas~d by foul language, but is in itself an
ore;; of nothin0. The characters involved, the situation suggested, are
nondescript and useless: it is nihilism and mediocrity in the pretende d. guise of "realism." An~ i·t: is not all necessary to seek out such
med iocrity and ugliness: there are Jreat books in modern literature ~
t h e beautiful POid'U \IT OF JL.:hNY bj ~ .obert Nathan, the poems of i. ~obert
Frost, and rl1 any others. I have m;self taught a course that I called
LI'I'Si:-A'I'U~~:..:. AND PHILOSOPHY FOR TO:JAY , in "tvhich I found manj sound and
beautiful bool<:s that say Yl...S to 1 ife. (:Jhere is Thornton ~Jil<ler' s
I3 .. IiJGZ OF SAH LUIS 1-..:..!;Y, for e x ample? ~vidently, as in so many universities, the professors deliberately choose books that say NO to life~
that d ebase and destroy, that are nihilistic.
The evidence about homosex uality belongs, of course, to a different
realm. At least one should suppose a great university t·l Ould give a
hearin6 to such things, and be hostile to such a perversion. I 'tvould
say certainlJ that the evidence the cotnnlittee has found cannot be dismisseri li ~htly and should be considered seriously.
All in all , I think 'this report is a restrained, fair, sober, sound
analysis and presentation, with evidence, of a profound and prevalent
sic l ~ness in the academic community today. Parents, students, legislators, and all lovers of sanity and freedom, must bring the light of.
pitiless publicity and fearless realism to bear on such things. Sunlight cle anses: even tainted Haters can be purified if the sun shines
upon them long enough. This cornn1ittee, in its excellent report, is
like the sun shining upon taix:.ted "t-laters. Its report is sound -and
\vise.

OFFXCE
of the
DEAN CN ACADEMXC AFFA!RS

. REVIEW OF A ME~lRG run.D SEYrEMBER 22 • 1961 a
BETWEEN A GRou:P OF TAM.?A C:trlZENS AND RBPRESIDiTATIVES
OF TB:E lTNIVERSlTV OF SCl.JTH FLORIDA.
.
Statem.nrs have been made in public and private by members of the c!tizana
group concerned Hith this meeting and by others tvhich expreaa or imply in
v.nrious tu.ya that the group received a "brushoff," ~.:as received ~Jith hostility,
tvas not g:!veu time to statc& their case, Hera c•U.ad "cr&cJ.t:pots," ao.d "wit:cb
hunters" and that the chairman ''turne<t on his heel and tf&lked out." lt ·seama
!nqJm:taut P tberefore, tbt the case of the Ulti'i'erait~~ be pres~ed • wen at
this !Jt~t:e date. The f.ollot~in& st&tements SUmmarize t-rhat the University
re~~ ~aentatives

The

m~.etitl8

believe took place at the meeting.

was arranged for 2 P. M. a September 22» 1961.

Sittc:a it fi&S
talk abt.ut

kno<ro ~rior to the nteeting Hh~t the visiting gl"oup \ih>hed to

Uuiwerd.ty
to &ttend .

tr6presentativ~s

qwtU f ied to discuss thue

~ttars

t11ere asked

These ~•r•: Dr. Russell Cooper, Dean, Coll~ga of Liberal Arta,
Dr. Robert Zetler, then Chai~n . of the course in Functional English, snd
new Director of the Division of Langt~ge and Literaturep ~. Lealie Malpass,
Ch.airllllin of the course in Ruman Behavior, Dr. Cliffo~d Stet-Tart, Director of
Evaluation Services, and Dr. Sidney J. Frenchp then De~n of the Coll&ge of
Basic Studies, and no~ Dea~ of Academic Affairs, who served as chairman.
The ~isiting group included Mrs. Stockton Smith, who served as spokesman
and whose sou is a membsr of the Student body, Mrs. M. L. Funkh.tuser, and
Dr. awl Mrs. :J. R. Hodge.
TbQ dbcwu;oion ceutered lat':;e:ly around the f n llm·7:f.ng five situations,

(1) certain bookS used ·in the ::curse in· Fuo.ctional EagUsh, (2) The book,
Caate and Class in a Sout~, used as one of a number of readings in
Human Behavior, (3) use of ·th~ test, !wanton ..9.,.{, Beliefs, (4) . Ul incident
allqed to have taken place in a cla·s s in Human Bah.avior, (.5) allegation
that athaisa WQS beiug taught iu the Un~versity, and t~t prof~eeore etreaeed
uon-relt&ioua pointa of view. these five situations are considered in
numerical order.
l. Several of .the books objected to . in the Functional English course were
Steinbeck 1 s Q!a~!S of Wrath, HUKley's Brave N~v Worl~, and Eisely's !h!
lma&anse Journ~. !,h~nkei.. Trial \vas meutioned at one time. · Dr. Zetler
explained why .e ach of these ~as used and tha part it played in the course.
Be also mentionad other books u~ed such 58 the !cr~ T~e Lette~~) ~e of
the most moral of modet'n books with a deeply religious point of . view. Daau
Coopar also spoke on the choice of booka, rtoting the desirability and necessity
of choice of tuchin.g materials by vote qf the facuhy meml)us teac:hi~ the

...
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2. Dr. Malpass discussed tha use of the boo!~ ~.!;,e_ snd,£l...!~B._!..!2,ythern
Town in the Human £ehavio:.: ccurs::!, giving among others the following reasons
why the fBculty o~ the cou~se had selected the book (a) it ~epresented an approved
sociolog~cal method of . obtaini.ng data> (b) it contained appropriate material
on social -etratifi.cation, (c) it \1SS explicit l·Jith 1.·espect to social problems.
(This pa1.·t!cular book has· not been used since the Summer of 1961. 1 and the
pa1:ticular chapte.: to ~~hicb e;tception has be-en taken (Chapter. 7) wat> never
assigned as required reading.) lt was pointed out that Dr~ Mal~ass had ~een
an ordained minister and hod served in the Salvation Arirry. ·Mrs. Smith, _Dr. Hodge
and Dr. Malpass discussed some vie~.;rs on the morality of college students today.
3. The meating discussed the use of the test, lnv,e!,l_!:..\2!l'_.£L.~~ used
at that time in the orientation test batte;:y for frea~§.en. M~~bers of the
visiting group felt that scme of the questions \vera i11approp'd.ate for college
freshmen. This test, prepared and published in 1951 by the American Council
on Education, has long been similarly used in many h1.mdreds of colleges and
u1,1iversities around the countt:y. (The preparation of this test has been
attributed to Dean French. This is a misstatement. He was formerly a member
of the Council's Comiilitte• on Evaluation but had nothing to do with the construction of its tests.) 'fhe visiting group asked to have a copy of the test.
This "'as not. possible since all tests of this natu1.·e which are used .over and
ovEtl:' ag.ain are in the category of 11 secure" tests. :HowE1ver, a copy t~as obtained
for inspection and revieH duo.·ing the meeting. Dr. Ste-wat"t .spoke about the purpose
cf thi$ type of test, which does not c,a u for a "g1:ade. 11 It :!.a used principally
to help advise~o.·s d_ecida 'l7hether or not a student could pi:."ofit from ·independent
study since it gives sC'Iile indl.cation of degrees of . rigidity of beli.ef on va1.·ioua
social aspects of lifa. This particular test has since be~n deleted from the
orientation battery because simil.an: infol."Wition can be obt<Ained from other
measures.
4. Th~ alleged incident uas concc~rued '"'ith a mature student, a minister, who,
it wns dallued~ obj;11cted to the offensive language of a teache1.· iu a Human
Behavior class and to1alked out. The teacher l-13S alleged to have called the
student back and promised thai: if he il7ould remain he \oJottld get an 11 A" in the
course. but the student allegedly still left in disgust. The Registrar's
records l·Iere immediately checked. These shot~ed that the course hEld been completed with a grade of 11 B." This was brought to the attention of the group
and the matter was then dn:ipped. 'i'his same incident came up in the J'ohus
Committ~e investigation.
lt has ba~n clearly sho~~ by the written statements
of many students in this t~acher's classes that he does not use profane or
vulgar lel').guage. The iuc icl ent tva s one in which be had tap~d & ehort sect ion
of a modern novel to indicate the type of conve~aational language used in a
certain stratum of society. Be ex!)lained this carefully to the class and
apologized for the language found in the taped reading. Dr. Malpass indicated
that he had al;:eady dhcusaed this matter \vith the faculty m~tber invC!Ilved.
5. The statements that atheism was beir~ taught and anti-religious ~iews
presented in classes steltllled froaa some of the books used. Dr. Malpass .stated
that he was confident that stadents' religious views were respected in the
Human Behavior course. Dean French added that t.;hile theA.""e might be an atheist
or two on the faculty he felt that none of them advocated atheism in their
classes. Books containing chapters which departed from the Habraic-Chriatiaa
views of religion ...,ere not used in an effort to change students' religious
vhws but to give the:u an opportunity to ~mine other points of viet.g. The
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was expressed by the visitors that it was not appropriate to uee
teaching material whiCh might affect the religious views of any student.

vi~

The meeting lasted about ar. hour and a half and ended about 3:30 P. M•.
Dean French made a concluding statement in which he thanked the group for coming
and invited them to return at any time. In the course of his remarks he stated
that be felt they, like other groups seeking to influence the University in
various ways, ~1ere a pressure group, aud that while the University tgas always
l:'eady to listen to criticism and give careful consideration to suggestions,
it ;aust, in the final analysis, make its oun decision in order to maintain ita
integrity as a university. None of the University representatives recall that
the visitors we1:e at any time called "crackpots." lf the term "witch hunting"
was ever used it \..ras not applied to the visitors. There appeai:'ed to be
plenty of. tlme available to state and discuss all the matters raised by the
visitors. The chairu1an did not "turn on his heel snd tvalk out." · The meeting
appeared, to the University representatives, to end on a most amicable note.
No not es o1.· minutes of the Zlleeting ~vere taken at the time. The above
document reflects and summarizes written statements made later and separately
by each of the Unive~sity representatives and is subscribed to as being their
considered interpretation of what took place at the mzeting.
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Dick Smith, director

Mar. 15, 1962

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA KEEPS 'EM COMING
A long series of left-wing speakers has continued to pour in on the University of
South Florida. Among the most recent was Dr. Harlow Shapley, Harvard University
astronomer, who spoke during the 26th annual session of the Florida Academy of Sciences.
Dr. Shapley has an extremely long record of affiliations with Communist-front organizations including the following, which are on the Attorney General's list as Communistfronts:
Joint Anti-Fascist Reform Committee, Congress of American Women, National Council of
American-Soviet Friendship, Council for Pan-American Democracy, National Federation
for Constitutional Liberties, New Masses, Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade,
Civil Rights Congress, American Youth for Democracy, International Workers Order,
Council on African Affairs, National Negro Congress, Citizens Committee to Free Earl
Browder, League of American Writers, American Russian Institute.
Other activities of a leftist nature going on on campus include a petition put out
by the PEACE RACE COMMITTEE which was circulated among the students. According to a
group of students who visited our offices, a table had been set up in one of the
buildings on campus at which students were urged to sign the petition. Hundreds of
students did so without realizing the true nature of what they were signing.
The petition called for joining the President in urging a PEACE RACE instead of an
ARMS RACE.
Citing President Kennedy's recent speech before the United Nations, the
petition stated in An Open Letter to the President: "We agree heartily that the issue
of disarmament must be tied to the larger question of security for all nations. We
agree with you when you say: 'to destroy arms, however, is not enough. We must create
even as we destroy - creating world-wide law and law enforcement, as we outlaw world
wide war and weapons.' (emphasis added)
The petition further stated "as we build an international capacity to keep peace let
us join in dismantling the national capacity to wage war." Listed on the petition
as "community and business leaders in support of the President's Peace Race proposals
as put forth in his recent United Nations speech" were such leftists luminaries as
Dr. John Bennett, James Carey, Norman Cousins, The Rev. Edwin T. Dahlberg, Clark M.
Eichelberger, Hon. Herbert Lehman, Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr, Clarence Pickett, Victor
Reuther, and Norman Thomas (six times candidate for President on the Socialist Party
ticket). The number of citations against these men, when added to the other names on
the list, would total in the hundreds. Students who were trapped into signing this
petition now will have their names associated with these men, most of whom, the Dean
of the Liberal Arts College is reported to have said are personal friends of his and
whom he would vouch for.
(Florida Coalition Bulletin---page 3, 2/28/62)
JEROME DAVIS STRIKES OUT
Dr. Jerome Davis is now a winter resident of Zephyrhills, Florida. As you will note
by the last story below (Tampa Tribune 2-26-62) Davis was scheduled to speak at the
University of South Florida, His speech was cancelled (Tampa Tribune 2-27-62). A
partial list of the organizat~ons to which Davis has belonged ("He's a joiner") is from
the Zephyrhills NeHs 2-2-62. The preceding week {January 26) the editor of the

........

FLASH-The Jews Created Communism
LEADING JEW MAGAZINE ADMITS IT
The "American Hebrew", the nation's leading jewish
weekly, said:
((The Bolshevist Revolution in Russia was the
work of Jewish brains, of Jewish dissatisfaction, of
Jewish planning, whose goal is to _create a new
order in the world.
((What was performed in so excellent a way
in Russia, thanks to JEWISH brains and because of
Jewish dissatification and by JEWISH planning,
shall also, through the same JEWISH MENTAL
and PHYSICAL FORCES, BECOME A REALI1Y
ALL OVER THE WORLD."

They said it. Trotsky the Jew, murdered 20 million Christia.ns.
Krushchev, the convert to Judaism, said: .
"WE WILL BURY YOU!"
'

NEED ANY MORE PROOF?

SPECIAL BULLETIN

WHITE MEN AWAKE

By ·World Service
J. F. Kennedy was as~assin·
ated by Marxist Lee H. Oswald, who was silenced by
Jew Jacob Rubinstein before he could expose that
COMMUNISM IS JEWISH.
The following characters· were an!d are all JEWS:
Karl Marx. Liebknecht. Trotzky (Bronstein),
Rosa Luxemburg, Ehrenburg, H. Morgenthau,
F. Frankfurter, Oppenheimer, Baruch, T. N. ·
Kaufman, H. Dexter White (Weiss). P. Iachman.
All the convicted communist spies ·(atom) were
also JEWS: The Rosenbergs, Greenglass, F. Rose, ,
G. Eisler, Soblen, Kaufman and many more.
NOTE: In all com·m unist countries, top gover.._ment
positions are occupied by Jews, according
to Jewish newspapers.

Fellow Kinsmen Wake Up

THE ENEMY IS ·AMONG US
Unconsciously you pay the way for Jewish world
domination by pur.c hasing kosher foods, filth liter·
ature, or taking loans from the Jewish owned
finance companies.

LOOK
at television and you ius+ see murder. rape, perversion and hatred against the white man. All
brought to you by your friendly ZIONIST JEW.
Let Jews deny these facts in front of any unpre·
iudiced reliable court or panel, they can not and
they will not reveal their aim. It is up to you to
do so.
White men stand up and be counted. SAVE YOUR·
. SELF and YOUR CHILDREN!
.
FIGHT COMMUNISM OR DIE A SLAVE.
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